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Welcome Everyone!
If you’re a returning attendee, thanks for choosing to spend
time with us again. If it’s your first time at TypeCon, get ready
for a wonderful program and time with a fantastic and supportive group of people here in Boston.
Boston. One of the oldest and storied cities in the United
States. An ever-expanding center of education, research, and
culture, Boston was a seminal locale for so many aspects
of the American Revolution. It is apt that our declaration,
our theme of this year’s conference is Counter! That little
exclamation point says it all. In a time where every news cycle,
every tweet may challenge our sense of security, acceptance,
freedom, and the liberties we all deserve, it is important that
we can come together as friends, as devotees of type and
lettering and all its iterations to celebrate our common threads
of humanity and creativity.
The presenters and workshop leaders this year, who give of
their time and knowledge, comprise such a wonderful array
of people and topics. It’s humbling and inspiring to see how
each year’s conference evolves to better reflect and represent
the creative community we operate in. Diversity in experience,
diversity in message, diversity in purpose. I encourage you all
to embrace that notion this year and the years to come. Help
TypeCon perpetuate growth and improve year after year.
Let’s press further to counter the divisiveness we see in our
society with a sense of wonder and appreciation for the talent
and innovation before us. Last year, I wrote that we are all part
of this community. These sentiments have not changed. Let’s
celebrate our community and each other as we explore, learn,
and make new friends.
We all are responsible for making TypeCon what it is, and for
this, I personally thank you.
On behalf of the SOTA Board of Directors, I’d like to extend a
respectful thank you to each and every volunteer, organization,
company, sponsor, collaborator, and attendee for their generosity of time, enthusiasm, and support. We thank you all for
making TypeCon great.
Let’s enjoy the conference and have a great time!
Neil Summerour, Chair
Board of Directors
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA)
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PROGRAM
OVERVIEW

Wednesday, August 23rd
Pre-Conference Program
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
Full-Day Workshops
Half Block / Full Block / Bevel Edge / Mock Block
John Downer (Location: MassArt)
Basics of Designing Flourishes
Lynne Yun (Location: MassArt)
A Day at the Museum of Printing
Frank Romano (Location: The Museum of Printing)
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Half-Day Workshop: Morning
TrueType Hinting in Glyphs: Optimize Your TTFs for the Screen
Lisa Schultz (Location: MassArt)
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Half-Day Workshop: Afternoon
Open Feedback Session: Q & A with the Developer of Glyphs
Georg Seifert (Location: MassArt)
6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Evening Event
Alex Trochut
Presented by Type Directors Club
Thursday, August 24th
Pre-Conference Program
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
Full-Day Workshops
Half Block / Full Block / Bevel Edge / Mock Block
John Downer (Location: MassArt)
Handling the Curve: Mastering Lettering on the iPad Pro
Ryan Hamrick (Location: MassArt)
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Half-Day Workshop: Morning
Create Color Fonts, The Easy Way
Joel Galeran (Location: MassArt)
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Half-Day Workshops: Afternoon
Type Family Planning
Sumner Stone (Location: MassArt)
Take Care of Your EULA & Your EULA Will Take Care of You
Joyce Ketterer (Location: Park Plaza Hotel)
Back in Black(letter)
Grendl Löfkvist (Location: MassArt)
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Thursday, August 24th
Type & Design Education Forum
8:30 am

Continental Breakfast

9:00 am

Opening Remarks

9:05 am

The Role of Experimentation in Teaching and
Learning Typography
Constanza Pacher

9:25 am

Flexing Rather Than Finding Your Typographic Muscle
Jillian Coorey & Aoife Mooney

9:45 am

Typography As Inquiry
Tyler Galloway

10:05 am

Mud Pies, Critical Thinking, and the
Addiction of Aesthetics
Yoon Soo Lee

10:25 am

Q&A

10:40 am

Coffee break

11:00 am

Experimental Typography:
Poetics, Play, and Perception
Danielle Foushée

11:20 am

Thesis: Cross-sensory Association
and Its Impact on Creativity
Charllotte Yue Qin

11:40 am

Decorative Debris
Nancy Bernardo

12:00 pm

Q&A

12:15 pm

Lunch break

1:45 pm

Designing a Typeface Design Programme
Jean François Porchez & Stéphane Elbaz

2:05 pm

Counter-space: Finding Creativity Within the Details
Andrea Leksen

2:25 pm

“What If I…”: Workshops Exploring
Expressive Typographic Methods
Reneé Seward

2:45 pm

Soap Type
Alessandro Segalini

3:05 pm

Q&A

3:20 pm

Coffee break

3:40 pm

Web + Typography, Tradition + Technology
Laura Franz & Regina Milan

4:00 pm

Calligraphy & Brush Lettering in Typography Class
Perrin Stamatis

4:20 pm

Tipo e Cinema
Meta Newhouse

4:40 pm

Explorations in Typography: The Sequel
Carolina de Bartolo

5:00 pm

Q&A

5:15 pm

Closing Remarks

Evening Event
6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Keynote Presentation: Martina Flor
Presented by the Society of Typographic Aficionados
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Friday, August 25th
Main Conference Program
8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Opening Remarks / State of the Union

8:50 am

W. A. Dwiggins, Hermann Püterschein, and
the Fictional Society of Calligraphers
Bruce Kennett

9:00 am

Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

9:35 am

Typography Ghost Stories
Tucker McLachlan

9:55 am

Victorian Grande Dames and German Engravers:
How Type Design Taught a City to Dream
Jennifer McKnight

10:15 am

Coffee break

10:35 am

Making the Machine Human:
Embracing Printing Technologies in Crafting
a Present-day Moveable Typeface
Peter Bella & Caleb Fairres

10:55 am

New Lettering Forms
Petra Dočekalová

11:20 am

Yatra: A Journey in Painted Signs
Catherine Leigh Schmidt

11:40 am

Playing by the Rules – Type & Origami Design Rules
Linh O’Briant

12:00 pm

Lunch break

2:00 pm

The Meeting Point of Type & Design
Bobby C. Martin Jr.

2:45 pm

EXTRA! EXTRA!
David Jonathan Ross

3:05 pm

Deconstructing the Construction of
the Microsoft Emoji Font
Judy Safran-Aasen, Mike LaJoie & Josh Hadley

3:25 pm

Imperfection Machines: Low Res in a High Res World
Scott Boms

3:45 pm

Coffee break

4:05 pm

Dr. Strangefont or: How I Stopped Worrying
and Learned to Make Chromatic Type
Geri McCormick & James Grieshaber

4:25 pm

The Slow Death of Handwriting
Meaghan Dee

4:45 pm

Cultivating Creative Communities
Rachel Elnar

5:05 pm

SOTA Catalyst Award Presentation

Evening Events
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
The SOTA Spacebar
Hosted by Adobe Typekit
8:30 pm – 10:30 pm
Graphic Means: A History of Graphic Design Production
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Saturday, August 26th
Main Conference Program
8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Opening Remarks

8:35 am

An Ethnography of Garbage (Fonts)
Lucas Czarnecki

9:00 am

Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

8:55 am

protoType: The Book (?)
Hrant Papazian

9:15 am

Results of the Second Font Purchasing Habits Survey
Mary Catherine Pflug

9:55 am

Coffee break

10:00 am

Brush Lettering Demo
Christopher Rouleau

10:25 am

Thinking and Practicing Chinese Type Design
on Screen
Qiu Yin & Ming Wei

10:45 am

Lessons Learned in Designing Type for Africa
Mark Jamra & Neil Patel

11:10 am

Arabic Typography and Popular Culture
Richard Kahwagi

11:50 am

Fundamentals of Japanese Metrics Editing
Masataka Hattori

12:10 pm

Lunch break

1:00 pm

Book Signing
Carolyn Porter

1:30 pm

Chromatic Wood Type Printing Demo
Geri McCormick & James Grieshaber

2:00 pm

Type in Couture
Elizabeth Carey Smith

2:45 pm

The Typography of Bling
Ana Monroe

3:05 pm

Liner Notes & Ligatures: A Reflection
on Typography in the Age of Vinyl
Jess Meoni

3:25 pm

Coffee break

3:45 pm

Typographic Realia: Cataloging and Connecting
Wood and Metal Resources
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel

4:05 pm

The Left Handed Path: A Twisting Journey Through
Left-Handed Lettermaking
Spencer Charles & Frances MacLeod

4:45 pm

SOTA Typography Award Presentation

Evening Event
8:30 pm – 10:30 pm
The Infamous Type Quiz & Silent Auction
Hosted by Allan Haley
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Sunday, August 27th
Morning Event
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Back Bay Type Walk
Hosted by Paul Shaw
Main Conference Program
8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Opening Remarks

8:35 am

Type With Character(s) – Reclaiming Control
Over OpenType Fonts
Yves Peters

9:00 am

Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

9:20 am

Variable Fonts & The Future of Web Design
Jason Pamental

9:45 am

ZAP! POW! BAM!
Comic Book Lettering, From Pens to Pixels
John Roshell

10:10 am

Typefaces for Television
Radek Sidun

10:30 am

Muster Hundreds! Towards a People’s History
of American Wood Type
David Shields

10:50 am

Coffee break

11:10 am

The Rise of Typographic Tattoos
Ina Saltz

11:30 am

A Multimedia Extravaganza Through the World
of Printing Films
Douglas Wilson

11:55 am

Mojo’s Workin’: Blues Typography & Album Art
Jason Campbell

12:15 pm

Type Hike: A Typographic Exploration of
America’s National Parks
James Walker

12:35 pm

Closing Remarks

Afternoon Event
2:00 pm – 3:15 pm
The 16th Annual Type Crit
John Downer, Akira Kobayashi and Jill Pichotta
Evening Event
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
TypeCon × Dribbble
Presented by MyFonts
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PRE
CONFERENCE
PROGRAM

Wednesday, August 23rd
Pre-Conference Workshops
Enhance your TypeCon experience with inspirational design
and typography workshops. Workshops will be held at the
Massachusetts College of Art & Design (MassArt), The
Museum of Printing in nearby Haverhill, Massachusetts, and
the Park Plaza Hotel.
Full-Day Workshops
9:00 am – 4:30 pm (lunch: 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm)
Half Block / Full Block / Bevel Edge / Mock Block
John Downer
Location: MassArt
Students will use lettering brushes, but no prior experience
with a brush is necessary. Most of the coursework will involve
drafting letterforms and learning about their proportions.
Proper structure will be the focus, as it provides a foundation
for understanding each system.
This is a two day workshop.
Basics of Designing Flourishes
Lynne Yun
Location: MassArt
Contrary to popular belief, good flourishing is not a result of
“happy accidents”. Flourishing is most effectively employed
in a systematic way, instead of relying on spontaneity. In this
class, we will go over the basic rules and principles of the
flourished line.
An overview of the basic elements of flourishing will be covered: the straight stroke, simple curve, s-curve, loops, spiral,
and cusp. We will learn how to identify the basic elements
in high quality work, dissect what makes good flourishing
pleasing to the eye, and ultimately combine the elements to
create our own designs.
A Day at the Museum of Printing
Frank Romano
Location: The Museum of Printing
The Museum of Printing in Haverhill, Massachusetts, is one of
the largest repositories of the equipment, books, and ephemera of the printing industry. Now in its 39th year, it houses
rare presses, typesetters, typewriters, office machines, and
a 6,000 book library. Its “cold type” area contains an array
of phototypesetters and is the only display of its kind in the
world. Art galleries features wood engravings, wood type, and
chromolithography.
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Wednesday, August 23rd
Half-Day Workshop: Morning
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
TrueType Hinting in Glyphs:
Optimize Your TTFs for the Screen
Lisa Schultz
Location: MassArt
TrueType hinting, the final frontier: learn how to set up TTF
Autohint parameters for your font project, and how to add
TrueType instructions to your outlines. It is easier than you
think to make your fonts look great in Windows. Glyphs coder
Georg Seifert will be present. Bring your own font project, or
use the sample font provided. Prerequisites: Bring your macOS
laptop, some experience in type design assumed.
Wednesday, August 23rd
Half-Day Workshop: Afternoon
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Open Feedback Session: Q & A with the Developer of Glyphs
Georg Seifert
Location: MassArt
Feature request? Specific technical problem? Confidential
bug report? In this personal and exclusive feedback and Q&A
session with the developer of Glyphs, Georg Seifert, you can
discuss problems you encountered, or ideas you have for
improving the software. Either Georg will show a solution for
your problem, fix that annoying bug, or add that much-coveted
feature, perhaps even right away.
Wednesday, August 23rd
Evening Event
6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Alex Trochut
Presented by Type Directors Club
Presentation: 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm
Reception: 8:00 pm – 9:00 pm
MassArt
621 Huntington Avenue
Letter design is the non-verbal communication of the written
medium. It is not what you say. It is how you say it. Style
becomes the message. Letters are a flexible matter, a human
creation in constant change. Similar to fashion or music,
letters have a connection with identity and every typographic
style will have its place and time in history.
Alex will explain his creative process – a mix of conveying
the demands of the client’s brief and his personal take on
typographic rules.
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Thursday, August 24th
Full-Day Workshops
9:00 am – 4:30 pm (lunch: 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm)
Half Block / Full Block / Bevel Edge / Mock Block
John Downer
Location: MassArt
Students will use lettering brushes, but no prior experience
with a brush is necessary. Most of the coursework will involve
drafting letterforms and learning about their proportions.
Proper structure will be the focus, as it provides a foundation
for understanding each system.
This is a two day workshop.
Handling the Curve: Mastering Lettering on the iPad Pro
Ryan Hamrick
Location: MassArt
Have you found yourself losing hours of your day getting
sucked in to the mesmerizing world of iPad lettering videos on
Instagram? Sorry about that. But instead of getting mad and
regretting lost time, get even! You too can put that iPad Pro
and Apple Pencil of yours to good use, and steal your precious
time back with the incredible advantages these amazing tools
offer for quick iteration and unmatched flexibility in crafting
beautiful lettering projects.
Join Ryan Hamrick for a fun and in-depth iPad lettering
workshop, where you’ll not only cover the basics of file
and workspace setup, but also a ton of tips and tricks for
increased efficiency in concepting and planning, and even
intricate custom brush creation pointers for some seriously
effective digital lettering brushes.
Thursday, August 24th
Half-Day Workshop: Morning
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Create Color Fonts, The Easy Way
Joel Galeran
Location: MassArt
Join us to celebrate type designers’ new friends: colors,
shades, textures and transparency.
During this session, you will learn to leverage your existing
creative skills to turn any colorful typographic fantasy into
an actual color font. Whether you are using digital or analog
tools to craft your chromatic lettering (color fonts can actually
be based on photographs, grayscale drawings or even white
shapes), you will be able to prototype and start typing with
your own color font designs in a matter of minutes.
We’ll also explain how the color font format OpenType-SVG will
impact the graphic design industry, as typography in finally
meeting colors.
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Thursday, August 24th
Half-Day Workshops: Afternoon
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Type Family Planning
Sumner Stone
Location: MassArt
Letterforms are effected by their individual structures, by being
members of an alphabetic system, and also by their membership in a typographic family or superfamily. The parameters
and puzzles that play a significant role in designing a large
typographic family will be the subject of this workshop.
Exercises and explorations will be carried out with pencil and
paper and will focus on monoline, sans serif forms, but issues
pertaining to letterforms with higher contrast, and serifs will
also be discussed and investigated. The goal of this workshop
is to launch the participant on the road to developing a large
family of related typefaces.
Take Care of Your EULA & Your EULA Will Take Care of You
Joyce Ketterer
Location: Park Plaza Hotel
In this three hour practicum, returning by popular demand, on
End User License Agreements I will introduce the group to my
philosophy to licensing and license enforcement which takes
into account “the retroactive reader”. You will learn how to
read this particular legal document without crossed eyes or
an unintended nap. Together we will read a selection of actual
foundry EULAs to understand both the essential requirements
of a EULA and the areas of personal expression. Attendees
will leave the workshop ready to help their attorney edit or
craft their own EULA.
Back in Black(letter)
Grendl Löfkvist
Location: MassArt
Get medieval! Have fun learning the history and fundamentals
of Gothic Textura in this introductory calligraphy workshop.
Practice using the broad-edged pen and learn to write a basic
Blackletter alphabet in this class appropriate for both novices
and seasoned scribes.
We will begin with a survey of historical exemplars, then look
at works by contemporary practitioners and discuss the origins
and evolution of the script.
Then we will examine the influence of tools and materials,
variations in stroke width and letter height, spacing issues,
rhythm, pen angle, and ductus as we work our way through
the alphabet, putting ink on paper. The relationship between
Blackletter calligraphy and typefaces will also be discussed.
Our practice will be facilitated by meditative Gregorian Chant
as we dip our pens into the Middle Ages. Tools and materials
will be provided.
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Thursday, August 24th
Evening Event
6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Keynote Presentation: Martina Flor
Presented by the Society of Typographic Aficionados
Reception: 6:30 – 7:00 pm
Presentation: 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Grand Ballroom A
Park Plaza Hotel
50 Park Plaza
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DESIGN
EDUCATION
FORUM

Thursday, August 24th
In conjunction with TypeCon2017, SOTA will be presenting its
twelfth annual Type & Design Education Forum, a day of special programming devoted to addressing the pressing needs of
design educators. Lunch is included with your registration.
This year, we welcomed proposals on the following themes:
Counter-space: Innovative teaching in typography and design.
Counterpoint: Course projects in typography and design
featuring the subtextual or subversive.
Encounter: Lectures describing the work and life of a special
teacher or mentor, and how your own work and teaching have
been influenced as a result. Who is your unsung (or wellknown) hero?
Recount: Thesis projects by recent and current graduate
students. What was (or is) the process undertaken to acquire
a thesis topic as well as the method of development of the
thesis?
8:30 am
Continental Breakfast
9:00 am
Opening Remarks
9:05 am
The Role of Experimentation in Teaching
and Learning Typography
Constanza Pacher
If we consider that the act of reading literature involves
a transaction between the reader and the text in order to
make meaning, the visual representation of this text is also
an avenue for meaning making. The teaching and learning
of typography must, therefore, go further than the simple
materialization of the written word.
Students skimming the texts they are designing with – or not
reading them at all – is not only alarming but also a roadblock
to more complex typographic and communication endeavors.
A project in a Typography II course asks students to explore
non-linear representations of the text with the goal of enriching
the reading. Initial sketches show text as grey boxes and
only the overall layout gives a glimpse of the content of the
text. How do we encourage students to look closer, to see
the design possibilities that live within the text? How do we
push them to explore the richness of language and its visual
representation?
The final results of this project show that students’ commitment to the written word is enhanced when they are engaged
with alternative models to the read/understand/give form
approach. This presentation explores the application of the
“rules” on how to break the rules: alternatives to the grid,
linguistic deconstruction, and integration of images and graphics. Tips, tools, and student case studies will be discussed.
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9:25 am
Flexing Rather Than Finding Your Typographic Muscle
Jillian Coorey & Aoife Mooney
In advocating for the literacy of other disciplines, Michael
Bierut argues educators need to ‘find a way to expose
students to a meaningful range of culture.’ Otherwise, graduates will speak languages fellow designers understand, leaving
designers talking to themselves. To expand student horizons,
we’ve implemented the International Society of Typographic
Designers briefs, providing a platform of research, innovation
and conceptual thinking. Students typographically interpret a
text, curating and authoring content. In this approach, research
dictates form, rather than relying on typographic trends.
Limiting the work to typography challenges students to
demonstrate skill in constructing a personality and cohesive
presence for audience engagement. The practice of typography
transforms as a means of investigating content, dissecting
and assessing. This level of initiative, and cultural understanding demonstrated, is critical. The projects foster an ability,
difficult to teach yet invaluable to possess, separating a good
designer from a great one. Emboldened by this synthesized
knowledge, students are equipped with the skills and confidence to use typography as their instrument.
9:45 am
Typography as Inquiry
Tyler Galloway
What questions do sophomore undergraduates ask when they
can ask anything about typography? Where do their interests
lie? How much do they already know? How will they find the
answers? These are questions at the heart of an ongoing
pedagogical experiment in applying the “inquiry method” to
undergraduate graphic design study. As outlined by Postman
and Weingartner in their book, Teaching as a Subversive Activity, it is a student-centered method of learning by questioning.
Students pursue their own discovery as opposed to being
told what the teacher thinks they ought to know. My previous
experiments with this method involve upper-level elective and
capstone coursework, but this particular presentation focuses
on the impact of the method on foundational typographic
coursework. Starting with the basics of the method, the
structure (or lack of structure) will be outlined, along with
student questions and designed student responses, and an
analysis of the implications of this method for subsequent
coursework in typography.
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10:05 am
Mud Pies, Critical Thinking, and the Addiction of Aesthetics
Yoon Soo Lee
Being hyper-critical in the pursuit of aesthetically pleasing
visuals is our drug of choice. Like any other drug, in large
quantities, it becomes poison. “If I tweak this just a bit more,
one more revision and I think I can make this perfect.” Is this
our new addiction that we are encouraging our students to
embrace? Do we call it ambition? Am I an addict/dealer?
I am giving up the chase. The chase was for the ghost of “perfection.” The ghost of perfection is not achievable because it
doesn’t exist. The set-up is a false paradigm. I am giving up
the ghost of perfection. And in doing so I practice making mud
pies with my students.
What is a mud pie? Mud pie is image making without a goal.
Making mud pies is about trusting your hands and eyes to
make intuitive judgments. It can be drawing with water on
dry cement. It can be playing with shaving cream and food
coloring.
Rules of mud pies:
First rule of mud pies: postpone judgment. Imagine a chick.
Now imagine a newly hatched chick. Creation is messy, bloody
and gory. Postpone judgment. Second rule of mud pies: quantity is my friend. One sit-up a day won’t give me a strong core.
Ten sit-ups a day for three years will get me somewhere. One
mud pie will seem silly. Five mud pies a day for six months will
get me somewhere. Third rule of mud pies: there are no rules.
Really. There are no rules. It’s a mud pie.
I will share what I have learned through the process of making
mud pies with my students.
10:25 am
Q&A
10:40 am
Coffee break
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11:00 am
Experimental Typography: Poetics, Play, and Perception
Danielle Foushée
Poetics + Play + Perception. This trifecta of concepts weaves
new stories into an experimental type class. We studied synesthesia, storytelling, and surprise as gateways into building
experiential designs. Process was primary and students were
rewarded for risk-taking and curiosity.
The project began with a mindfulness practice in which banal
moments of life were documented in short 3-line poems,
which became fodder for exploring meaning and context. The
group played Surrealist-inspired parlor games to generate
unexpected content that suggested themes for abstraction +
expression through unusual materials, form, and construction.
Students met prominent neurologist and synesthesia expert,
Dr. Richard Cytowic, and studied the human capacity for
profound, multi-sensory experiences.
Numerous 3D sketches were shared, combined, and manipulated, then translated into large-scale works for installation.
The final exhibit re-envisions the original experimental,
nonsensical texts and material sketches to bring the complete
process full-circle in the gallery.
11:20 am
Thesis: Cross-sensory Association
and Its Impact on Creativity
Charllotte Yue Qin
Since the late 20th century, the method of utilizing cross-sensory association to create an artificial synesthetic experience
has been studied and introduced into the art and design
fields. Wassily Kandinsky described his spontaneous paintings
as “improvisations” and more elaborate works as “compositions” based on his sound-visual synesthetic condition. Artist
Neil Harbisson, who has lived with perceiving color as sound
for decades, listens to faces, paints voices, and composes
food.
Understanding the connections between perception and
cognition could give insights into how our brains process
image, language, and other external stimuli, and lead to an
“escape” from existing patterns of thinking.
This presentation will introduce the concept of cross-sensory
association and show examples of how synesthesia affects
the creation of artworks. A variety of experiments will be
conducted to generate a synesthetic experience for our
non-synesthetic audience. In the last part of the presentation,
I will show the process of researching, experimenting and
producing my final thesis work – a set of five books, each by
means of evoking different senses “in the eye” of a reader.
The books employ means, materials and motives that tend to
steer cognition and sensory perception.
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11:40 am
Decorative Debris
Nancy Bernardo
Martin Venezky’s meticulous constructions made from
ephemeral objects and the exploration and experimentation
of the mundane (such as paper) became my inspiration. I
owe much of my influence and inspiration to Venezky who has
challenged me to see things in new ways and through different
lenses. Through Venezky’s influence I began creating a process
of manipulating objects into new and interesting forms.
It is through this process of experimentation and exploration I
view myself as a facilitator for my students, and I often incorporate exercises that encourage the students to play and push
materials. Through prompts and numerous iterations these
exercises help students see possibilities in surprising ways,
and the unexpected forms created through these processes
can enhance the content of a project.
12:00 pm
Q&A
12:15 pm
Lunch break
1:45 pm
Designing a Typeface Design Programme
Jean François Porchez & Stéphane Elbaz
TypeParis was launched in 2015 as an intensive programme
based in Paris. We revisited the long tradition of type design
study that started in France in the 1970s to design a summer
course. The idea is to fill the gap between one year programmes and short workshops. The programme is in English
and mixes traditional drawing and calligraphy techniques, type
history, and modern software practices. The structure and
content is a collaborative effort of a few people who have been
teaching together for a few years now. We literally redesign it
each year, based on attendee feedback, reworking together on
some exercises, and on the global rhythm of five weeks. Being
in France, we make use of local resources, visiting libraries
in Paris and other places like Lyons. Every week, during the
summer course, we also organize free tptalks, open to local
designers. In 2017, we launched new initiatives under the
TypeParis banner: workshops, specials sessions, etc. As
founder of TypeParis, with 25 years of teaching experience,
I strongly believe in the power of a group of instructors who
interact constantly (before the day, during, and after), which
also makes it more fun. Further methodology will be explained
during the presentation.
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2:05 pm
Counter-space: Finding Creativity Within the Details
Andrea Leksen
Type designers spend extensive energy creating the perfect
curve and finding that perfect node placement. But what about
the space inside of these technical details? The counter-space
is where legibility is paramount and where creativity can be
sparked. Without compromising education of the important
typographic basics, how can we, as educators, give students
space outside the technicalities to find their creative outlet?
This presentation will look at a curriculum that integrates the
important typographic details with an exploration of creativity
within type. When students are learning basic type anatomy,
they create two type systems by hand using two very different
approaches. While learning the tedious rules of setting legible
text, they integrate an illustrative initial cap into their body text
that intertwines meaning of text and image and allows them
to explore creativity surrounding a letterform. More advanced
students create digital type and integrate it into imagery using
a medium that inspires them. Going beyond the foundational
rules of type, counter-space creates a place for students to
explore and engage with typography at a new level.
2:25 pm
“What If I…”: Workshops Exploring Expressive
Typographic Methods
Reneé Seward
In the early years of design education, typography educators
are charged to teach young design students the legibility
and readability factors of typography while at the same time
to nurture their ability to experiment with the expressive
and semantic aspects of type. While imperative that design
students demonstrate sensitivity to typography in terms of
reading and processing content, the process of acquiring
these skills can slow the development of the experimental
discovery process that leads to expressive typography.
The slowing of the experimental discovery process causes
students to struggle in conceptualizing ideas where typography
is playing an expressive role.
This presentation will share the process and results of a
series of in-class workshops held in the second of three
sequential typography courses in the Communication Design
program. These workshops lead students through differing
methods of hands-on critical inquiry in developing visual
narratives using type and image. Over the course of two weeks
students engaged in three one-day workshops, including Freeplay inquiry, Rule-based inquiry, and Game-play inquiry, that
produced a set of visual experiments and became the basis of
a poster series. The spirit of the workshops is to get students
to ask “What if I…” over and over again.
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2:45 pm
Soap Type
Alessandro Segalini
Soap Type is both a journey into cutting letterforms and an
assignment in design education for BFA students in graphic
design. The project generates meaningful questions on the
state of the craft, in regard to metrics and typesetting.
The aim of the exercise is to draw a sans serif typeface
starting from a given serif (Sabon LT). The handmade drawings
of a few control characters are then edited on-screen and the
final submission consists of two products: a specimen poster
and a sample of twelve letters, each cut into a bar or block
of soap.
This year I am running the project for the first time in the U.S.
in a 4000 level class (Typography III). The learning that the process generates sets the students to the side of the argument
that there is no art without craft. Education initiatives that
determine the foundations upon which successful designs are
built impact the way future designers understand their craft,
and put more attention on learning how to learn.
3:05 pm
Q&A
3:20 pm
Coffee break
3:40 pm
Web + Typography, Tradition + Technology
Laura Franz & Regina Milan
Design educators face a challenge: teach the traditional
communication theories and practices from our field, cover the
new skills and technologies of our ever-changing profession,
and do it all within a two- or four-year timeframe. We address
this challenge by weaving together tradition and technology.
But we approach it in slightly different ways.
Print + Web. One of us teaches an advanced typography class
in which students design a book, a poster and then a website.
Translating traditional typographic practice and theory to web
typography, students learn to understand the constraints
of web typography and adapt traditional print systems to
web design.
Theory + Making. One of us teaches a web typography class in
which students read and discuss formative writings from the
field (Warde, Tschichold, Keedy, Jacobs, Kalman, Müller-Brockmann, Weingart, McCoy, Vienne) supplemented with visual
examples of work related to each article/essay. Students
simultaneously design and build web pages in HTML/CSS,
creating responsive pages that change layout based on
browser/device.
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4:00 pm
Calligraphy & Brush Lettering in Typography Class
Perrin Stamatis
During a one-semester typography course, I set out to help
students develop a well-rounded and contextual knowledge
of typographic history and classification – in addition to our
typography projects.
Students require opportunities to develop a discernible eye
so they can recognize the details of letterforms and learn the
terms used to discuss these visible features. The solution I
explored with great results relies on introducing handwriting
exercises using the broad-edged brush for Imperial Capitals
and the broad-nibbed pen for Rustic Capitals, Uncial, and
Textura Blackletter letterforms.
Three of the many reasons for doing this: 1) The main thread
that connects the historical timeline of typefaces and their
classification is the visible presence or absence of the
writing tools used in the letter making processes. 2) There
is a shared language of terminology between calligraphy and
typography. 3) The experience enlivened typographic terms
and encouraged students to be active participants rather than
passive observers. They learned and retained the information.
4:20 pm
Tipo e Cinema
Meta Newhouse
Tipoteca Italiana Fondazione in Cornuda, Italy is a little-known,
yet world-class museum of typography and letterpress printing.
It has the largest collection of vintage woodtype letterforms
from that country. Yet for years the focus was on collecting
and documenting the forms only. Now, the museum is interested in seeing contemporary design work give new meaning
to the toils of Italian type designers from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. In other words, the archives are now
being opened up for new creative projects.
Over the course of two summers, I designed and printed ten
posters at Tipoteca which commemorated classic Italian films
from the 50s, 60s and 70s. (Think Fellini, De Sica, Antonioni,
etc.) These posters used only typography (no illustrations or
photographs) to conceptually communicate the story behind
each film. In this venture, I was given rare access to the
1000+ different styles of wood type in their archives.
This visually-rich presentation will cover the work done
during those two residencies at Tipoteca, and include some
backstory about the classic Italian films chosen and how each
poster commemorates those films using vintage Italian wood
type. I will also share strategies for how to arrange your own
creative residency for yourself (or for you and your students
together) at this one-of-a-kind typography museum.
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4:40 pm
Explorations in Typography: The Sequel
Carolina de Bartolo
A typography textbook that goes into detail about setting
body copy is hard to find. One that shows a wide range of
full-size typesetting examples is even more uncommon. In
this presentation, we will take a look at how (and why) the
second edition of Explorations in Typography was redesigned,
revised, expanded and re-published by an independent
designer turned independent publisher. The new edition of this
intermediate-level textbook has more typesetting examples
in more typefaces, more type combinations and some handy
new appendices, such as a visual index of page layouts and
a list of alternative typefaces. For use in type classes, this
textbook’s new and expanded features help students grasp
the finer points of typesetting and page layout.
5:00 pm
Q&A
5:15 pm
Closing Remarks
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8:00 am
Continental breakfast
8:30 am
Opening Remarks / State of the Union
8:50 am
W. A. Dwiggins, Hermann Püterschein, and
the Fictional Society of Calligraphers
Bruce Kennett
As a youth Dwiggins was already in love with letters. In art
school he studied lettering and ornament with Fred Goudy.
Once launched on his freelance career in Boston, he made
lettering and calligraphy daily for advertising agencies and
publishers – headlines for ads and brochures, backstrips and
title pages for books – and published private projects. Over
the decades his skills deepened ever more. This presentation
features 50 years of WAD’s work, from roman, uncial, blackletter and his swooping italic hand, to the jackets and book
spines that he hand-lettered for Knopf.
Dwiggins’s fictional Society of Calligraphers provided
opportunities for him to publish and promote his ideas about
design, illustration, and paper in the 1910s and 1920s. WAD
served as secretary; his alter-ego Hermann Püterschein was
president. The Society produced hilarious works of satire,
serious essays on typography and design, stencil prints of
great beauty, and copious expressions of identity: membership
certificates, pressmarks, envelopes, letterheads, and mailing
labels. Dwiggins’s myriad creations for the Society will be on
display in all their color and variety.
9:00 am
Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
9:35 am
Typography Ghost Stories
Tucker McLachlan
This talk will surface design histories we might prefer not to
tell, when typographic practices have served the aims of white
supremacy, colonization and genocide. From slave passes and
police uniforms to royal charters and reservation boundaries,
design and dispossession remain forcefully intertwined.
Stories from Canada, the United States and Britain will pursue
colonial law and land ownership as aesthetic phenomena
enabled by the tools of our trade. Artifacts from the past five
hundred years will suggest a typographic heritage in which
settlers and surveyors figure prominently alongside printers,
designers and scribes, and invite us to explore the typographic
dimensions and possibilities of contemporary political power.
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9:55 am
Victorian Grande Dames and German Engravers:
How Type Design Taught a City to Dream
Jennifer McKnight
Is type design the language of love or civic pride? This talk
explains how a type design exhibit held less than a mile
from the site of Ferguson Missouri race riots brought a city
of designers together to think and plan a smarter and more
ethical future.
Our exhibit’s goal was to make type history come alive for
local designers. We didn’t just want to tell people about type
history, but invite them to enter: to play, engage and care, and
be proud of both the type and their city.
Central and Inland Type Foundries had a huge impact on US
type design history. They hired German Engravers to immigrate
and start creating typefaces for a hungry new audience of
readers and advertisers. Their story connects technology and
artistry in a way that is instructive for us again today.
This talk will show you some beautiful old Central and Inland
typefaces that have never been digitized. Their old world
charm is captivating, as is the story of the exhibit’s type
revival, and the political poster series that resulted. This show
taught us that the right typeface sometimes gives us just the
voice we need to have brave conversations.
10:15 am
Coffee break
Compliments of Frere-Jones Type
10:35 am
Making the Machine Human: Embracing Printing
Technologies in Crafting a Present-day Moveable Typeface
Peter Bella & Caleb Fairres
The letterpress has been an instrumental aspect of typography
for centuries. The mechanical process of raised letterforms
transferring ink to paper has a humanistic quality that
exemplifies our senses and emotions. Movable type has seen
centuries of adaptations – lead, wood, polymer and more;
along with the creation tools and technologies – such as
pantographs, plate makers, and computer. Has moveable type
met its end, has letterpress found its zenith? Has technology
surpassed this mechanical time machine and the cold nature
of cast metal? We suggest letterpress printing and moveable
type has untapped life yet to be revealed. Our investigation
embodies 3D printing technologies to create a moveable
typeface with humanistic qualities and voice. This moveable
typeface explores the challenging demands of the mechanical
properties of 3D printing methods applied to the creation of
moveable type, its design, and printing embracing the mechanics of the machine to create a typeface never intended to
meet the standards of perfection, but to embody the inherent
artistic and humanistic aesthetics of the machine pushing
technology to its limits to discover how human a 3D printing
machine can get.
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10:55 am
New Lettering Forms
Petra Dočekalová
Sign painting is a craft that did not survive the advance of
printing technologies in the Czech Republic. Art schools have
removed it from the curriculum; manuals have long gone out of
print; the public began to ignore the aesthetics of signs. After
this long vacuum I tried to breathe some life into the field. I
mapped out all of the books about Czechoslovakia handwritten
scripts, and tried to establish continuity and design new
handwritten script styles that follow the local traditions of this
craft, using all the advantages of digitization and up-to-date
technologies. So I became a kind of a new sign painter.
11:20 am
Yatra: A Journey in Painted Signs
Catherine Leigh Schmidt
Yatra is a display Devanagari and Latin typeface inspired by
the hand-lettering styles of the Mumbai local rail. Yatra is the
result of a year-long study contrasting the painted signage
of the 160-year-old local rail to the digitally-made signage of
the new metro system. I wanted to create a typeface that
drew directly from painted letters without feeling cheesy or
exoticizing.
I am fascinated by the role painted signs play in civic life in
Indian cities. Because of a history of poor typographic technology and the low cost of labor, signs that would be digitally
produced in America are often painted by hand in India. While
truck art and other decorative styles are celebrated here, I am
drawn to equally interesting examples of utilitarian lettering.
Join me as I share my collection of photographs of Indian civic
sign painting and narrate the journey of this typeface. I will
also discuss my qualms as an outsider making typography
for a colonized writing system and offer some suggestions for
Westerners creating typography for non-Latin scripts.
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11:40 am
Playing by the Rules – Type & Origami Design Rules
Linh O’Briant
Type design rules and criteria have played an important role
in the developmental stages of many of the typefaces we love
and use. By implementing them during the building process,
consistency and cohesiveness can be seen. But what happens
to these rules when it comes to creating three-dimensional
letterforms?
Unlike its two-dimensional counterpart, the three-dimensional
letterforms building process is driven more by the physical
nature of the material being used and the material limitations.
Once created, it is the appearance of the material that gives
these letterforms unity. But what if the rules and criteria
of type design were the driving force for creating a set of
three-dimensional letterforms?
How will these two-dimension rules behave in a three-dimensional setting? Will these rules and guidelines hold up to the
physical nature and limitations of the material being used?
Then due to the multitudes of physical materials available,
what material could be used for the rules to exist? And last,
what methodology could be applied in order to make the
building process possible?
In this presentation, I will speak about the intersection of
two-dimensional type design rules and three-dimensional
origami design rules. The above questions will be answered,
the results of the letterforms will be shown, and the discovery
of similar commonalities between these two very different
disciplines will be shared.
12:00 pm
Lunch break
2:00 pm
The Meeting Point of Type, Design and Brand
Bobby C. Martin Jr.
It seems the value of design needs to be argued less and
less. Brands are catching on. Now we’re asking if they value
type. Bobby C. Martin Jr. will discuss if, when, where and how
brands have started to embrace typography. And he will also
share some examples of what happens when they do.
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2:45 pm
EXTRA! EXTRA!
David Jonathan Ross
Display typography is governed by three factors: the size of
the available space, the length of the text, and the dimensions
of the typeface. When the space and text are fixed, designers
can look to type that has been pushed to the extremes of
weight and width in order to display their words at maximum
size and with maximum impact.
This presentation examines what happens to typefaces at
these extremes, when the rules of letter-drawing begin to
break down. I will show some historical examples, but will
focus on exemplary contemporary designs with extra bold,
extra condensed, and extra wide variants. I will also discuss
the design process of my typeface Fit, designed expressly to
fill space with panache, and demonstrate the possibilities that
OpenType variations offer for the next generation of extreme
type designs.
3:05 pm
Deconstructing the Construction of the Microsoft Emoji Font
Judy Safran-Aasen, Mike LaJoie & Josh Hadley
Emoji have become a ubiquitous part of our lives. Where the
written word can be ambiguous, emoji provide a way to convey
feeling and emotion. Emoji have woven their way into the fabric
of pop culture, from apps to household accessories, costumes
and soon a feature length movie. When it comes to our
electronics, emoji are created and distributed using various
font technologies.
In this talk, we will deconstruct the process of Microsoft’s
emoji font from design production to technical implementation
of emoji combinations. We will get into the aesthetics of the
design and how it relates to the overall Microsoft design
language. We’ll explore multiple color separations and how
we leverage OpenType Layout and COLR font technologies to
give people the means to create thousands of high-quality,
scalable, and diverse combinations from a relatively small set
of glyphs.
We’d love to take you on a tour of the Construction Zone. Grab
your hard hat and let’s go!
3:25 pm
Imperfection Machines: Low Res in a High Res World
Scott Boms
As new technologies continue to blur the lines between our
real and digital worlds and we lose the edges of traditional
mediums, obsolete technologies like letterpress or vinyl
records become desired objects of art. But can type be art,
and how do obsolete technologies transform and elevate
type in unexpected and curious ways? This brief talk will look
at how the Risograph, an unusual, effectively obsolete, and
inherently imperfect machine can add value and desirability to
letterforms and design, and what has their increasing popularity done to bring creative expressions of typography and design
to new audiences.
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3:45 pm
Coffee break
Compliments of Adobe Typekit
4:05 pm
Dr. Strangefont or: How I Stopped Worrying
and Learned to Make Chromatic Type
Geri McCormick & James Grieshaber
Virgin Wood Type has revived the art of producing Wood Type
for printers, by purchasing the holdings of the American Wood
Type Company, which traces it’s roots back to 1900. We now
make Wood Type using the same font patterns and pantograph
equipment used to make type for nearly a century. There was
no instruction manual, no human knowledge passed down, so
some learning had to take place to get up and running. Now
that Virgin is able to create excellent wood type, we decided
to challenge ourselves by putting into production the first
Chromatic type since the days of Wm. H. Page Wood Type Co.
This presentation will show the learning process of making a
Chromatic Type, and along the way give a brief history of wood
type and behind the scenes glimpse into the production of a
new old wood type classic.
4:25 pm
The Slow Death of Handwriting
Meaghan Dee
To speak about “the end of handwriting” reminds me of the
discussion surrounding David Carson’s book “The End of Print”
(which ironically came out with two editions and four re-printings). To me, this ending is ironically not a true conclusion but
rather an elevation of handwriting from the commonplace to
that of an Art Form.
We are currently “living through a transitional moment” in
which handwriting and digital communication (typing, texting)
are both commonly used. However, as discussed at length in
“The History and Uncertain Future of Handwriting,” the case
can be made that handwriting is nearly obsolete, and our
desire to use it (and to teach it to our children) is born from
sentimentality. Currently, students are simultaneously taught
to print and to type in their early education. Cursive has been
wiped out from nearly all curricula, and there is discussion to
stop teaching printing as well – but should we?
How does handwriting impact our thought processes? How
does it impact communication? Would a generation unableto-print alter how typography is taught and how letterforms
are understood?
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4:45 pm
Cultivating Creative Communities
Rachel Elnar
Type and typography are such tiny niche interests, even within
larger design organizations. So how do we, as type enthusiasts, find like-minded designers to build a culture? Rachel will
speak about how she has cultivated creative communities in
a visually-starved type desert (yes, it is Los Angeles) where
the image is king, and fast and cheap design trumps integrity
in movieland. She will speak to the challenges of developing
in-person events in a sprawling city where it takes hours to
get anywhere, growing an 850+ in-person typography group
amongst hundreds UX/UI communities, and bringing back
the value of critical thinking with TypeThursday events. She
might even fabricate some ideas on how and why type-related
networking is so important to our industry and visual communication today.
5:05 pm
SOTA Catalyst Award Presentation
The Society of Typographic Aficionados will bestow
Ramakrishna Saiteja with the 2017 SOTA Catalyst Award,
followed by his presentation.
Friday, August 25th
Evening Events
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
The SOTA Spacebar
Sponsored by Adobe Typekit
Rooftop @Revere
The Revere Hotel
200 Stuart Street
Our second annual Friday night mixer is best described as…
a game, wrapped in a conversation, finished with a selfie.
Suffice it to say that you’ll have every reason to meet some
people you’ve always wanted to, make some friends you never
expected to, and connect with people in our industry – all in a
casual setting on the rooftop of The Revere Hotel.
8:30 pm – 10:00 pm
Graphic Means: A History of Graphic Design Production
Grand Ballroom A
Park Plaza Hotel
After rubbing elbows with your new found Spacebar friends,
enjoy a screening of Briar Levit’s documentary Graphic Means
– an entertaining exploration of graphic design production of
the 1950s through the 1990s. The screening will be followed
by a “Cold Type” discussion featuring a lively panel of experts.
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Saturday, August 26th
Main Conference Program
8:00 am
Continental breakfast
8:30 am
Opening Remarks
8:35 am
An Ethnography of Garbage (Fonts)
Lucas Czarnecki
Designers tend to have a set of go-to fonts. Avenir, Gotham,
Garamond, Helvetica (for better or for worse), Bodoni, and
so on. You know the names, and you understand why they’re
popular. These are high quality fonts, designed with purpose,
which are effective in use. Most type designers aspire to
create such useful tools.
So why does dafonts.com have four pages of typefaces that
are in the category Fire, Ice? And why are there lists online of
82 Dripping Fonts? Why do I have a font installed on my computer called Xero’s Retreat that I find impossible to describe
with normal typographic terms? Serious typographers tend to
ignore these Garbage Fonts; we tend to brush them aside. But
they’re out there. They exist, and in large numbers, too.
Through a brief look at the world of Garbage Fonts – and visits
to this world are best kept brief – I will try to answer questions
like: Where do these come from? Who makes them? Why do
these type designers choose to create them? And what does
it say about the internet-using population that these fonts are
so popular?
9:00 am
Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
8:55 am
protoType: The Book (?)
Hrant Papazian
In 2016 the Society of Typographic Aficionados organized the
protoType competition and exhibition of speculative typeface
design. The jurors were delightedly overwhelmed with reviewing
over 300 entries … but sobered by the need to select only 20
for the exhibition. Dozens of excluded entries that would enjoy
popular acclaim and open eyes & minds have silently resided
in cloud storage ever since … Shall we show the riches of our
imagination? Shall we reveal trends of speculation, such as
how visible language might go beyond letterforms, and how
writing systems could cross-pollinate? Shall we even crowdfund a book? Shalln’t we?
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9:15 am
Results of the Second Font Purchasing Habits Survey
Mary Catherine Pflug
Back by popular demand, the second annual Font Purchasing
Habits Survey explores font customer behavior and their
reception to a variety of font marketing tactics. The survey has
been redesigned with new-and-improved questions and more
in-depth customer grouping analysis. The first public reveal of
the data will be at TypeCon 2017!
9:55 am
Coffee break
Compliments of MyFonts
10:00 am – 12:00 noon
Brush Lettering Demo
Christopher Rouleau
Grand Ballroom B
Park Plaza Hotel
Using analog lettering techniques to evoke the pre-digital
commercial arts style of the 1940s–1960s, Christopher will
be offering a demonstration of his brush and ink lettering.
10:25 am
Thinking and Practicing Chinese Type Design on Screen
Qiu Yin & Ming Wei
With the advancement of technology, how people read has
changed in a revolutionary manner. The impact of paper as
the reading medium has rapidly declined; reading on screen is
now a mainstream practice, and our reading environment turns
increasingly random, flexible and dynamic.
As Retina Display becomes more popular, technical limitations
of the screen are repeatedly challenged. This development
ushered in a new era of Chinese type design. It is now
unreasonable and outdated that we continue using products
of the printing era, either Heiti or SongTi, as the major choices
for font application. Based on our pursuit to create friendly
texts and comfortable reading experience, we have innovated
Chinese text fonts, more specifically reflected in their carefully
designed counter, proportion, stroke, and structure. Founder
Heiti Family and Founder You Song Family have moderately
expanded counter, effectively tailored space and other
identifiable features. We have made rational adjustment to
individual face as well as kerning, and improved the legibility
of single characters, in order to better facilitate information
transmission. Meanwhile, much attention has been paid to
balance between technology and art, between minimalism
and humanistic attentiveness. We extract the beauty of
writing, with all the stokes positioned precisely, lines, hooks,
knots, dots all giving a sense of flexibility, freedom, and
elegancy without unnecessary exaggeration. We design with
calligraphic beauty to achieve classic aesthetics in new
technical conditions.
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10:45 am
Lessons Learned in Designing Type for Africa
Mark Jamra & Neil Patel
With its ca. 2000 languages, Africa has a tradition of diverse
writing systems, some of which have been around for centuries. Others were invented in recent times and have either
grown popular or slowly fallen out of use. And then of course
there’s the Latin-based International Phonetic Alphabet, which
is used with the African Reference Alphabet for hundreds of
African languages.
When designing type for Africa, there’s a lot to be learned.
It’s not just about getting the shapes right, it’s also about
ethnic and social identity – considerations that have all but
disappeared from the design of Latin type. In this presentation, we’ll look at a typeface design considered to reflect the
temperament of a regional population, how new scripts can
facilitate literacy, what we learned from localizing apps for
African markets (hint: everything we knew was wrong), and
what a Latin phonetic typeface might look like if it’s actually
designed for Africans.
11:10 am
Arabic Typography and Popular Culture
Richard Kahwagi
Did you know that Arabic Superman’s secret identity loosely
translates to ‘Noble Victory’? Or that the 7UP logo keeps its
recognizable shape in both its Latin and Arabic incarnations?
This talk draws on Arabic typography and its adaptations in
culture and popular history as seen through comic books,
soda cans, vinyl records, sexy magazines, and Egyptian movie
posters. Navigating back and forth in time, and between languages, patterns arise and boundaries start to blur: East and
West, original and replica, exotica and erotica, appropriation
and assimilation. This curated overview offers a brief historical
account of how culture, more often than not, unites trends
across borders while simultaneously setting them apart.
Expect some anecdotal history of communication, a little bit of
nipples, and a lot of beautiful hand lettering and type.
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11:50 am
Fundamentals of Japanese Metrics Editing
Masataka Hattori
Technical elements of Japanese font development are still not
well understood by many font developers. In particular, the
importance of OpenType’s metrics and their interrelationships
need to be more deeply understood by font developers
and developers of font-design tools, because of the many
Japanese font-specific metrics elements that need to be
considered.
Using practical examples from Source Han Sans, the PanCJK typeface family co-developed by Adobe and Google, the
speaker will explain the fundamental differences between
the behaviors of Japanese and Western glyph metrics. Based
on decades of experience in Japanese type development,
he will shed light on a largely untouched area of today’s
Japanese type development practices. This presentation will
provide useful hints, not only for font developers, but also for
developers of font-design tools that are meant to fully support
Japanese fonts.
12:10 pm
Lunch break
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Book Signing
Carolyn Porter
Grand Ballroom B
Park Plaza Hotel
Join us in the SOTA Marketplace to meet type designer and
author Carolyn Porter as she signs copies of her recent book,
Marcel’s Letters: A Font and the Search for One Man’s Fate. The
book recounts the development of P22 Marcel Script, a font
based on the handwritten World War II love letters of French
forced laborer Marcel Heuzé.
1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Chromatic Wood Type Printing Demo
Geri McCormick & James Grieshaber
Grand Ballroom B
Park Plaza Hotel
Join us in the SOTA Marketplace for a colorful chromatic printing demonstration with Geri McCormick and James Grieshaber
from the Virgin Wood Type Manufacturing Company.
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2:00 pm
Type in Couture
Elizabeth Carey Smith
Taking a colorful, beautiful romp through fashion history, this
presentation looks at the typographic trends that have defined
an industry. Perhaps no other category has so thoroughly
examined how we define beauty, and the typographic details of
fashion are no exception.
Through research and interviews with top NYC fashion art
directors, editorial design directors, and the Met Costume
Institute, this talk examines the prolific nature of image
making in the fashion industry. From Alexey Brodovitch’s work
bringing constructivist principles to fashion typography to
Moschino’s use of quotidian branding into clothing itself, we
examine the gamut of letterforms in couture.
A talk in three chapters, I’ll discuss and show editorial type,
fashion branding, and letters on clothes. The presentation
looks at the typographic precedents established in the most
visual and self-aware industry we’ve ever known.
2:45 pm
The Typography of Bling
Ana Monroe
Everyday, humans communicate cultural values, affiliations,
and aspirations through adornment. Chests, hands, teeth,
even products that serve as identity proxies, such as cars, can
be our message boards and megaphones to each other.
The Typography of Bling explores these letter forms: from
delicate, golden scripts to heavy block texts, jewelry worked
into glyph form marks identity across the cultural spectrum.
This talk surveys the history of typography as wearable in
Western culture, from the middle ages (yes!), through 20th
century emergence of hip hop, down to the present, as well
as discussing the technical and conceptual aspects of glyphs
on the body. From godliness to sex, from personal names to
brand names, we’ll explore bling from many angles. And we’ll
do all of this, of course, while trying to shade our eyes from
the wearer’s shine.
3:05 pm
Liner Notes & Ligatures: A Reflection on Typography
in the Age of Vinyl
Jess Meoni
How does something as abstract as sound translate into
something more visual, physical, and iconic? Analyzing the
typographic qualities of select musician and band logos,
accompanied packaging, touring posters, and more, this
pop culture presentation will chronicle historically-significant
elements emulated through the the design process. From
the blackletter script of Medieval Europe to the experimental
Fluxus movement of New York, to Dadaism’s new wave take
on the Xerox machine, and more, Liner Notes and Ligatures
exhibits the long-lasting impressions of typography and graphic
design through music genres.
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3:25 pm
Coffee break
Compliments of Type Network
3:45 pm
Typographic Realia: Cataloging and Connecting Wood
and Metal Resources
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel
Professional librarians are the champions of cataloging works
on paper: books, archives, photos, and prints. Robust methodologies and international databases have been developed
to track these objects with success in affording patron
accessibility. However, when the artifacts in collections are
three-dimensional, or have had a functional existence before
landing in an historical collection, some of these cataloging
schemas fall short. The descriptive categories for paper are
problematic for these objects from real life, or realia as they
are called in librarianship.
Typographic realia is printers’ type routed from wood or cast
in metal and used in letterpress printing. In the past decade,
type realia collections have grown considerably in museums,
libraries, university arts programs, maker-spaces, and private
collections. Quantifying analog typefaces and their location
has not been recent a priority, but now it’s time to act.
Web-enabled type specimens, spreadsheets, and tacit lists in
the minds of their custodians are not enough to enable the
broad view of these finite resources. By leveraging the tools of
library science, we can devise procedures that enable discovery of these analog collections across design genres, alphabet
types, and physical media types.
The Cary Graphic Arts Collection at Rochester Institute of
Technology has created a cataloging metadata schema, using
standard archival description, for our extensive typographic
realia (printers’ type) collections. This talk will discuss best
practices for cataloguing these objects. Considerations will be
given to the differing design classifications of both metal and
wood type. The speaker will advocate for further work so it can
be offered to benefit design collections worldwide.
4:05 pm
The Left Handed Path: A Twisting Journey
Through Left-Handed Lettermaking
Spencer Charles & Frances MacLeod
A foundation in calligraphy is essential to understanding
the construction of letterforms. Most calligraphic teachings
assume a strong connection between letterforms and the
tools used to create them. For left-handed lettermakers, this
relationship is more complex. Our presentation will examine
methods that left-handed calligraphers, lettering artists, and
type designers (speakers included) have devised to overcome
traditional limitations. We will explore how this is reflected
in their work, and offer a broadened perspective to all
letterform lovers.
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4:45 pm
SOTA Typography Award Presentation
The Society of Typographic Aficionados will present the 2017
SOTA Typography Award to this year’s recipient.
Saturday, August 26th
Evening Event
8:30 pm
The Infamous Type Quiz & Silent Auction
Sponsored by Type Network
Grand Ballroom A
Park Plaza Hotel
Join your convivial host, Allan Haley, for a fantastic evening of
food, frivolity, and fonts. Whether you’re a true type geek or a
bit typographically challenged, as long as you have some type
trivia tucked under your belt, you’re ready for the Type Quiz.
And yes, there will be prizes – lots of ’em.
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Sunday, August 27th
Morning Event
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Back Bay Type Walk
Hosted by Paul Shaw
This walk will take you around the Back Bay neighborhood of
Boston from the Boston Commons to the Prudential Center.
The centerpiece of the walk will be an extensive look at the lettering on the exterior and interior of the Boston Public Library.
The neighborhood includes several major churches, insurance
company buildings, iconic hotels, and leading department
stores that are all sources of diverse lettering styles. As
a bonus, this area includes some residences, studios and
businesses of such graphic design and printing notables as
Walter K. Annable and The Berkeley Press, J.M. Bowles, W.A.
Dwiggins, Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, Percy Grassby, Herbert
Gregson, Amy Sacker, George F. Trenholm, and D.B. Updike of
The Merrymount Press.
Main Conference Program
8:00 am
Continental breakfast
8:30 am
Opening Remarks
8:35 am
Type With Character(s) – Reclaiming Control Over
OpenType Fonts
Yves Peters
The introduction of OpenType fonts in 2000 offered designers
a rich and sophisticated typographic repertoire. The number
of fonts that support these typographic features has grown
exponentially over the years. And yet software applications
offering typesetting capabilities still fail to provide an adequate typographic interface. Together with Nadine Chahine,
Yves Peters is the initiator of the #AdobeTypeUI campaign,
and is now collaborating with the Adobe Typography Customer
Advisory Board to bring the typographic interface into the 21st
century. After presenting the evolution of how we interact with
type, Yves will focus on the current status of the typographic
interface in popular design apps.
9:00 am
Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
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9:20 am
Variable Fonts & The Future of Web Design
Jason Pamental
The majority of content on the web is words – and more than
half of web browsing happens on mobile screens. It follows
then that the way we set our words has a bigger impact than
ever on design, usability, and brand differentiation. But while
typography is clearly the most important aspect of great
design and user experience, it can’t come at the expense of
performance or we risk our great designs never being seen.
Variable fonts are coming, and will change everything: with a
single font file that can scale in size, width, weight and even
x-height – exactly as the type designer envisioned. Everything
from super-fine-line delicacy to the chunkiest slab headlines;
wide widths in banners and slightly narrower body copy for better line lengths on mobile devices. All controllable with CSS.
If type is the voice of our words, that voice just became a
chorus. We’ll look at the technology behind variable fonts, how
to use them on the web, their timeline for release, and most
importantly: their impact on the dynamic range of our designs.
Make no mistake – variable fonts will have a more significant
impact on web design than anything since responsive
design itself.
9:45 am
ZAP! POW! BAM! Comic Book Lettering, From Pens to Pixels
John Roshell
Travel back in time to when absorbent newsprint and primitive
printing presses inadvertently caused the uncanny origin of the
“comic book look”. See how tools like Adobe Illustrator and
Fontographer were applied to the comic lettering process, both
to capture the look and feel of pen lettering, and evolve with
this invincible medium in its digital present. Learn how Comicraft creates typefaces that approximate pen lettering styles,
and applies the same principles to lettering for apps, video
games, and anywhere else where space and resolution are
limited, and easy readability, style and liveliness are essential.
10:10 am
Typefaces for Television
Radek Sidun
We’re all familiar with typefaces designed for newspapers,
books, way-finding systems and more. But what criteria and
specifications does a TV typeface need to meet? How is a
typeface viewed on the screen? Over the past several years,
televisions have made significant technical advances. Czech
Republic television stations have been using original custom
typefaces for several years. This talk presents an overview
of Czech “television type” since the 1960s until today,
showing original typeface designs, archive materials and
current approaches.
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10:30 am
Muster Hundreds! Towards a People’s History
of American Wood Type
David Shields
The history of typography of the nineteenth century – specifically of production and use wood type during this period – is
typically framed as a progression of typographic styles driven
by cultural tastes. Working to build a general conspectus of
nineteenth and twentieth century wood type, I have begun to
uncover the range of people responsible for the development
of the wood type industry and more importantly the previously
unknown designers and industrial crafts people directly
responsible for the production of typographic and ornamental
material. There is currently a great discrepancy between the
copiousness of known types and the paucity of identified
makers responsible for the creation of this work.
Examining this information provides a human context to the
proliferation of dynamic stylistic shifts – from the exuberance
of the 1870 & 80s, to the historical revivals of the 1890 &
1900s, and the general decline of the industry in the 1920
& 30s. Investigating source material – business listings, city
directories, census records, etc – has provided the opportunity
to discover and closely examine these previously overlooked
individuals, illuminating their daily lives and relationships.
10:50 am
Coffee break
11:10 am
The Rise of Typographic Tattoos
Ina Saltz
More than one in five American adults has at least one tattoo,
and a significant and growing number of these tattoos is
typographic, ranging from phrases, quotes, lyrics and large
passages of text to single letters. I have been photographing
and interviewing people with typographic tattoos for over a
decade (over 900 so far); these have been published in two
books from Abrams (Body Type: Intimate Messages Etched in
Flesh and Body Type 2) and I have had two major solo shows
as well as many photo essays in print and online. Why do
people choose type for their tattoos? Which well-known type
designers have typographic tattoos (some in very private
places)? What makes for a good typographic tattoo (typeface,
length, placement, size, etc. ) and which tattoo artists
specialize in typographic tattoos?
All this and much more will be revealed!
Fifty of my images of typographic tattoos (and the stories
behind them) are included in the current exhibition Tattooed
New York at the New-York Historical Society, on view until
April 29. Many are never-before-published, and many will be
included in this highly visual and provocative presentation.
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11:30 am
A Multimedia Extravaganza Through the
World of Printing Films
Douglas Wilson
Showcasing the best clips from vintage printing, typography,
and journalism films this “Multimedia Extravaganza” will
feature old technology from the hot and cold type setting days
as well as funky soundtracks meant to boost the printing
industry. It will be quirky and fun.
PrintingFilms.com is a collection of vintage films that feature
the technologies and processes of printing, journalism, and
typography. It was established by Doug Wilson in 2012 after
his work as director of Linotype: The Film.
11:55 am
Mojo’s Workin’: Blues Typography & Album Art
Jason Campbell
The Blues has its roots in spirituals and field hollers common
well before the dawn of the phonograph. But as the rural blues
of the 20s and 30s moved to the Northern industrial cities
after World War II, a new form of recording was born: the Long
Playing record. The popularity of the modern Chicago blues
increased at the same time as the popularity of the LP record.
This new 12" record required artwork to attract customers in
record stores, and album cover art became a new area for
designers’ creativity to flourish. I will explore the history and
evolution of the collaboration between blues music and album
artwork, with a focus on typography.
12:15 pm
Type Hike: A Typographic Exploration
of America’s National Parks
James Walker
In June 2016, James Louis Walker and David Rygiol started
Type Hike; a collaborative non-profit design project that
celebrates and supports the outdoors though typography.
Started as a means to bring designers together for a greater
good, Type Hike celebrated the National Parks Centennial
through typographic posters submitted by 60 designers
representing each of the 59 parks in the National Park System
plus the centennial itself. Participating designers included
David Carson, Jessica Hische, Jay Fletcher, Charles&Thorn,
Brian Steely, and Lauren Dickens.
Shortly after it began, Type Hike began exhibiting the collection
as a poster show in retail spaces, galleries, and universities,
including at the Type Directors Club in New York. As of February 2017, it is part of the permanent collection of the Library
of Congress, and has expanded to include 2 additional series.
12:35 pm
Closing Remarks
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Sunday, August 27th
Afternoon Event
2:00 pm – 3:15 pm
Type Crit
Boylston Room
Park Plaza Hotel
The always popular Type Crit is back, celebrating its sixteenth
year of laying down the typographic smack. The masters of
typographic analysis and elucidation John Downer and Akira
Kobayashi will be joined this year by Jill Pichotta. The trio will
provide gentle, constructive criticism to designers who submit
their individual type designs for review.
A sign-up sheet will be available near the TypeCon
registration desk.
Sunday, August 27th
Evening Event
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
TypeCon × Dribbble
Sponsored by MyFonts
District Hall
75 Northern Avenue
See details at typecon.com/events
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Peter Bella
Assistant Professor
Indiana University – Purdue University
Peter Bella, Assistant Professor
and Graphic Design Coordinator
at Purdue University Fort Wayne,
has accrued more than twenty
years as a professional designer
and has served a decade as a
design educator and earned his
MFA in Design from Savannah
College of Art and Design. He
has taught a variety of design
curriculum including Typography, Branding, Advertising,
Packaging, and Graphic Design History while his professional experience encompasses public relations, advertising, marketing, and publications. His work advocates the
humanistic experience application of typographic form and
visual communication with an ideology that design can
exist and communicate in multi-dimensionalities signifying
a ‘user-experience’ that is articulated, understood, sensed,
and embodied.
Nancy Bernardo
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
Rochester Institute of Technology
Nancy Bernardo is an award
winning graphic designer and
Assistant Professor of Graphic
Design at Rochester Institute
of Technology. Her design work
explores the boundaries between
old and new technologies and is
an interesting and often whimsical blend of analog and digital
techniques. These techniques
frequently reference styles from Victorian and Mid-Century
advertising. Her research activities concentrate on areas
of print that relate to book design, image-making, book
making, time-based projects, and graphic design history.
Scott Boms
Design Lead
Facebook Analog Research Lab
Scott Boms is a cross-disciplinary
graphic designer from Toronto,
Canada and currently Design
Lead at Facebook’s in-house
design and art making studio, the
Analog Research Lab in Menlo
Park, California whose focus is on
developing provocative, curious,
and influential creative projects
that intersect meaningful social
and cultural values. Alongside this, he is one sixth of Butter
Label and his work has appeared in publications such as
HOW, Fast Company, Wired, Offscreen, Tech Crunch, and
others. He likes hats and a fine single malt.
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Jason Campbell
Typography Manager
House Industries
I started as a font designer and
developer with the AGFA Type
Division in 1997. As that group
evolved and mutated into Monotype,
I became involved in TrueType
hinting, Font Development managing, Font QA, and other areas of font
technology. Since 2008 I’ve been
a font development freelancer as
well as working for Dalton Maag and
currently with House Industries. Throughout that time I’ve been
a fan and creator of cartoons and comics and blues music. If
you are out in the Boston area you might see me playing blues
harmonica or cigar box guitar.
Spencer Charles
Designer / Partner
Charles&Thorn
A graduate of the University of Utah,
Spencer Charles worked as a Sign
Artist for Whole Foods before moving
to New York City to work as Senior
Designer at Louise Fili Ltd (2011–
2014). In 2014 he was named
Young Guns 12 by the Art Directors
Club. He currently teaches Typography at the School of Visual Arts
and is enrolled in the Type@Cooper
Extended Program at The Cooper Union. He runs a small
studio practice with his wife Kelly Thorn as Charles&Thorn in
Greenpoint, Brooklyn. They create lettering, illustrations, and
type-focused work for a variety of clients. Their most recent
typeface, Regina Black, is distributed through Lost Type Co-op.
He writes with his left hand.
Jillian Coorey
Associate Professor
School of Visual Communication Design, Kent State University
Jillian Coorey is an Associate
Professor in the School of Visual
Communication Design at Kent
State University where she teaches
foundation through upper-level
and graduate design courses. Her
research encompasses design
pedagogy, K-12 design education,
design processes, and typography.
She earned her MFA in Graphic
Design from the University of Illinois at Chicago and her
BFA from the State University of New York at Fredonia. She
has presented her research and exhibited design work both
nationally and internationally.
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Lucas Czarnecki
Type365
Lucas Czarnecki is a typographer
and educator. After teaching the
first-ever course on Typography and
Graphic Design at the University of
Virginia, Lucas became an letterpress printer at the Virginia Art of
the Book Center, home to the largest
collection of moveable type in Virginia. He founded the Charlottesville
Design Week, Virginia’s first design
festival, and Type365, a typography blog read by thousands.
Lucas is also the founder of a nascent AIGA chapter and is
working on his second typeface.
Carolina de Bartolo
Founder / Creative Director
101 Editions
Carolina de Bartolo is the designer,
author and publisher of the
award-winning typography textbook,
Explorations in Typography, now in
its second edition. A graduate of the
School of Design at Carnegie Mellon
University, Carolina is a systems
thinker who also revels in details.
She began her career designing
statements and forms at Siegel &
Gale in NYC and later worked on the Citibank banking machine
user-interface design team at Two Twelve Associates. She has
taught all levels of typography as well as thesis development
and design history at Academy of Art University since 2000.
Meaghan Dee
Chair of Visual Communication Design
Virginia Tech
Meaghan Dee is an Assistant
Professor and Chair of Visual
Communication Design Program at
Virginia Tech. She received her BFA
in Graphic Design from the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana
and her MFA in Design from Virginia
Commonwealth University. Prior
to joining Virginia Tech, Meaghan
worked professionally as a designer
for the Architecture and Design firm, Marnell Companies,
where she regularly collaborated with Architects, Interior
Designers, and Industrial Designers on large-scale resorts.
Her design focus is on branding, typography, editorial design,
user-experience, and packaging. She regularly collaborates on
Freelance Design projects and Grant research. Her work has
been awarded nationally and internationally by the American
Advertising Federation, the American Institute of Graphic
Artists, Graphic Design U.S.A., Graphis, and Hiii Typography.
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Petra Dočekalová
Post-Mag Assistant
Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague
Petra studied at the Type Design and
Typography studio at the UMPRUM
Academy of Arts, Architecture &
Design in Prague. Since 2013,
she is a member of the Suitcase
& Briefcase Type Foundry team,
working on all activities associated
with foundries. She is focused on
editorial work such as book Scripts
for shop windows and the TYPO9010
publication which won several awards all over the world. She is
also a type designer, sign painter and lettering artist, working
on new digital scripts. She received the TDC Award of excellence 2017 for her diploma project dealing with Czechoslovak
calligraphy and new hand lettering forms.
John Downer
Sign Painter & Type Designer
Voltage, Inc.
Mr. Downer has been a journeyman
sign painter since 1973, a freelance
typeface designer since 1983, and
a crusader for designers’ rights
his entire adult life in the lettering
game. He has written about type
and type history for various publications, and he is widely known as
active type and lettering critic. His
typefaces have been published by
Bitstream, Font Bureau, Emigre, House Industries, and Design
Lab. Stylistically, his designs refer to various eras of history
and means of letterform production: 19th- and 20th-century
American sign painting and show card writing; 19th- and
20th-century American chromolithography and wood type;
18th-century European book types; 15th- and 16th-century
Chancery cursive writing styles; 15th- and 16th-century
Venetian printing; and 2nd-century Imperial Roman epigraphy.
Through the Type@Cooper series of Public Workshops, Mr.
Downer regularly teaches subjects such as sign painting,
commercial brush lettering, Speedball pen lettering, letterform
proportions, and type design. He also leads the annual Type
Crit, on the final day of TypeCon.
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Stéphane Elbaz
Art Director / Type Designer
Typofonderie
Art director and type designer
Stéphane Elbaz holds degrees in
Visual Communication (2003) and
Interactive Research (2004) from
the École Nationale Supérieure
des Arts Décoratifs (Ensad). Since
2008, he lives and works in New
York. In the last few years he
devoted much of his time to digital
publishing platforms.
Rachel Elnar
Producer & Community Manager
TypeEd
Rachel Elnar is a co-founder and
producer at TypeEd and the Interactive Director at Ramp Creative.
She is in charge of marketing and
curriculum development for the
TypeEd typographic education program. In 2008, Rachel was named
as one of Graphic Design USA’s
“People to Watch”. She currently
teaches advanced interaction design
and user experience at Cal State University Los Angeles, an
organizer of TypeThursday Los Angels and is on the advisory
board of AIGA OC.
Caleb Fairres
Student / Undergraduate Senior
Indiana University – Purdue University
Caleb Fairres is a senior undergraduate student at Indiana University–
Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW),
and is pursuing a BFA in Graphic
Design and a BFA in Photography.
Prior to his undergraduate studies,
he began college courses in Graphic
Design and Web Development at
his high school in South Bend,
Indiana. Fairres is currently serving
on the Fort Wayne American Advertising Federation board
of directors as IFPW Student Representative, is a current
member of various on and off campus organizations including:
IPFW Photography Club, IPFW Design Club, and the American
Advertising Federation, and has received a silver Advertising
Honors award for identity and branding. Fairres intends to
pursue his career in Graphic Design and further his creativity
through research and art.
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Martina Flor
Studio Martina Flor
Martina combines her talents
as designer and illustrator in
the drawing of letters. Based in
Berlin, she runs a leading studio
specializing in lettering and custom
typography for clients around the
globe, such as: The Washington Post,
Vanity Fair, Harper Collins, Penguin
Random House, Monotype, Etsy,
Adobe, Fontshop, and Cosmopolitan,
among others. She cofounded the online competition Lettering
vs. Calligraphy, which has garnered international attention,
and has initiated numerous other noncommercial projects,
including Letter Collections, a series of postcards. With a
master in Type Design from the Royal Academy of Art in The
Hague (KABK) under her belt, she dedicates a large part of
her time to teaching lettering and type design. Her book The
Golden Secrets of Lettering (Princeton Architectural Press
and Thames & Hudson, 2017) will be published in English,
German, Spanish, and French. When she is not busy drawing
letters, Martina teaches at several universities, travels around
the world to host workshops, and speaks at design conferences. Through her work, she has helped establish lettering
design in the European design scene.
Danielle Foushée
Assistant Professor
Arizona State University
Danielle Foushée is an artist,
designer, and Assistant Professor
at Arizona State University. She
received MFAs from Cranbrook in
Design and in Visual Studies at
PNCA. Her work involves public
art, creative place-making, and
community engagement. Public
projects include commissions from
Storefronts Seattle at Amazon HQ,
Seattle City Parks, and the City of Bellevue, Washington. She
is a Phoenix Arts & Culture Commissioner, advising the city
on programming and partnerships, and advocating for community participation in the arts. Design clients have included
MOCA-LA, The Boston Conservatory, Chronicle Books, U.S.
Forest Service, U of Colorado Extension, GameWorks, FIDM,
and Myriad Pictures. Her work has been recognized by Arizona
Commission on the Arts, How magazine, Communication Arts,
ACD, UCDA, GDUSA, and Graphis, among others. Her students
have been honored by Graphis, Creative Action Network, and
Type Directors Club.
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Laura Franz
Professor
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
Professor Laura Franz teaches
at UMass Dartmouth. Inspired
by the intersection of tradition
and technology, Laura shares her
carefully tested web font recommendations on the site Good Web Fonts.
She also shares her typography
knowledge via the book Typographic
Web Design: How to Think Like
a Typographer in HTML and CSS
(Wiley); the online video course Typography for Web Designers;
the online video course Choosing and Using Web Fonts; and
the occasional article for Smashing Magazine.
Joël Galeran
Co-founder
Fontself
Joël Galeran is a software developer.
He is the co-founder of Fontself,
along with with Franz Hoffman and
Mohamed Ghenania. Fontself’s
mission is to bring the joy of
type-making to any creative, right
within Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop CC.

Tyler Galloway
Associate Professor
Kansas City Art Institute
Tyler Galloway is an Associate
Professor and chairperson of
Graphic Design at the Kansas
City Art Institute, with research
and practice interests focused on
participatory and public interest
design processes. He has presented
papers at multiple AIGA national
design education conferences,
TypeCon, MoDE Summit, and was
an invited participant in the “leap” symposium on design for
social innovation at ArtCenter College of Design. His design
work has appeared in several national and international
political/social poster exhibitions and been published in the
books The Design of Dissent, Reproduce and Revolt, and the
Turkish socio-political design magazine No Tasarim. Tyler holds
a BFA from Missouri State University and a MGD from North
Carolina State University.
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James Grieshaber
Wood Type Cutter / Type Designer
Virgin Wood Type
James Grieshaber creates and
sells fonts through his own digital
type foundry, Typeco. He also works
for Virgin Wood Type in Rochester
NY, where besides creating wood
type by hand, he is responsible for
digitally drawing new and revival
fonts, customer special orders, and
replacement letters. James has
created fonts for P22 Type Foundry,
Hamilton Wood Type, Google,
Microsoft, and Apple.
Josh Hadley
Monotype
Josh Hadley is a software developer
for Monotype’s Font Tools and
Technology group. He’s been
involved with programming and
technical font development since
the early 1990s and is a key behindthe-scenes player on many complex
and challenging font projects for
major clients such as Google and
Microsoft.
Allan Haley
Director of Words & Letters
Monotype
Allan Haley is a consulting typographer and storyteller with expertise
in fonts, font technology, type and
typographic communication. He held
the position of director of words and
letters at Monotype for fifteen years
and has six books and hundreds of
articles to his credit. He is a past
president of the Type Directors Club
and was executive vice president of
International Typeface Corporation.
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Ryan Hamrick
Independent Lettering Artist & Designer
Baselime Studios
Ryan Hamrick is an independent
lettering artist and designer based
in Austin, Texas. He founded his
lettering and design shop Baselime
Studios in 2011, and has since had
the pleasure of crafting custom,
hand-lettered artwork for wonderful
clients, including Hallmark, Miller
Brewing Co., AARP, Hershey, Lululemon Athletica, Samsung, Capital
One, Target, The Academy of Country Music Awards, Jameson
Irish Whiskey, and many more. Over the last year and a half,
Ryan has become completely enamored with his iPad Pro and
has fully integrated into his daily workflow, bending it to his
will and even discovering ways to recreate most of his favorite
analog lettering tools digitally!
Masataka Hattori
Senior Font Developer
Adobe Systems
Masataka Hattori received his
degree in graphic design from Aichi
Prefectural University of Fine Arts
and Music in 1994, and joined
Adobe the same year. He is currently
Senior Font Developer, Japanese
Typography in Adobe. Masataka
is a member of the team that has
designed and developed the first
Adobe Originals Japanese typefaces:
Kozuka Mincho and Kozuka Gothic. He has contributed to
various font development projects, such as the project for
Kazuraki, the world’s first fully-proportional OpenType Japanese
font. He worked on the construction of the Pan-CJK fonts,
Source Han Sans, whose ideographic glyphs were designed
by using stroke elements. He also has been involved in the
training of designing stroke elements for ideographs for
designers of font partners in Japan, China, and Korea.
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Amelia Hugill-Fontanel
Associate Curator
RIT Cary Graphic Arts Collection
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel is associate
curator at the Cary Graphic Arts
Collection at Rochester Institute
of Technology – a renowned library
on printing history. She is an art
historian and editor who contributes
numerous publications about Cary
Collection holdings, including those
about graphic design, calligraphy,
wood type, and typefounding. As
manager of the Cary technology collection, she is responsible
for teaching and maintaining some 19 different presses
and several hundred fonts of metal and wood type. She has
lectured for the American Printing History Association, College
Art Association, the Hamilton Wood Type & Printing Museum,
TypeCon, The Typophiles, the U.S. Government Publishing
Office, and Yale University.
Mark Jamra
Partner
JamraPatel
Mark Jamra is a type designer and
professor at Maine College of Art.
He has designed and produced typefaces for over 30 years. He is the
founder of TypeCulture, a digital type
foundry and academic resource, and
is a founding partner of JamraPatel,
a studio for collaborative type
design projects. Mark has taught
graphic design, lettering, typography,
and type design at colleges and workshops in the U.S. and
Germany. His typefaces have received recognition from the
Type Directors Club (TDC) and the Association Typographique
Internationale (ATypI).
Richard Kahwagi
I am a London-based, Beirut-born
multidisciplinary graphic designer
and polyglot problem solver. I
specialize in creative direction and
have an avid love for all things
Arabic typography. I have been in the
creative field for 10 years and my
work exhibited, sold, and published.
A highlight has been being invited
to the biennial design conference
Tasmeem Doha, alongside regional and international talent. In
2016, my talk on Arabic Typography and Popular Culture was
part of the Data4chan.ge conference. I have a passion for
collecting and documenting Arabic and Orientalist vinyl records
from and around the Middle East.
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Richard Kegler
Director
P22 Type Foundry / P22 Analog / Wells Book Arts Center
Richard Kegler is the founder of P22
Type Foundry and is currently the
Director the Wells College Book Arts
Center in Aurora, NY. As founder of
the Western New York Book Arts
Center in Buffalo NY, Mr. Kegler
combined an interest in traditional
crafts along with an entrepreneurial
background to help create a
self-sustaining community organization. His latest project, P22 Analog, focuses on pre-digital
printing and typography.
Bruce Kennett
Independent Scholar
Bruce Kennett is a writer, designer
of books and exhibits, and photographer. He studied calligraphy
and book design with Friedrich
Neugebauer in Austria, and later
translated Neugebauer’s book, The
Mystic Art of Written Forms. In the
1980s he was designer at Maine’s
Anthoensen Press. Since 1978 he
has taught at the Art Institute of
Boston, Center for Creative Imaging, Maine Media Workshops,
and RIT, and has presented at dozens of venues, among them
the American Printing History Association, Bookbuilders of
Boston, Dartmouth, Harvard, Maine Historical Society, Society
of Printers Boston, Stinehour Press, and the Typophiles.
Kennett’s comprehensive biography of WAD will be published
by Letterform Archive in 2017. At TypeCon2006 he presented
an overview of Dwiggins’s life and work.
Joyce Ketterer
CEO
Darden Studio
Joyce Ketterer is the CEO of
Darden Studio, having served in
that capacity for one year and
with various other titles for eight.
In cooperation with the studio’s
attorney, she is responsible for
writing and enforcing the studio’s
EULA – a task to which she brings
the real world experience of working
directly with customers for both
sales and license enforcement.
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Akira Kobayashi
Type Director
Monotype
Akira Kobayashi studied at Musashino Art University in Tokyo, then took
a calligraphy course at the London
College of Printing. He took Best of
Category and Best of Show for Clifford in the 1998 U&lc magazine type
design competition. Kobayashi was
awarded first prize, text category, for
Conrad in Linotype Library’s Third
International Digital Type Design
Contest. He took honors in the TDC type design competitions
in 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 – for ITC Woodland, ITC
Japanese Garden and ITC Silvermoon, FF Clifford, and Linotype
Conrad, respectively. Since May 2001, Kobayashi has served
as Type Director for Linotype Library GmbH.
Mike LaJoie
Mike is a visual designer with a
technical bent that allows him to
solve complicated design workflow
tasks while maintaining design
esthetic. He has worked on projects
at Microsoft over the last 12 years
which include icons for Windows
Vista, Windows Server 2012,
Connected Car, and Windows 10.
Mike currently creates the Windows
10, Xbox, and Emoji icon fonts. He established the MDL2 “Em
square” font workflow for the Windows 10 mono-stroke glyphs
to facilitate a common design, production and implementation
structure to ensure consistent line weight throughout the
system. He also created a color font workflow for Emoji that
allows for all the color tables to be created with scripting.
When he’s not creating icon fonts he can be found watching
anything Star Wars, playing Xbox, or composing Depeche Mode
covers on the computer.
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Yoon Soo Lee
Professor of Art & Design
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
Yoon Soo Lee is a Professor of Art
and Design. She has been teaching
at the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth since 2001, and at
Vermont College of Fine Arts since
2011. Yoon Soo’s practice moves
around three core areas of study:
the art of pedagogy, how to work
in dialogue cross-discipline, and
how to create art and design that
is based on self-knowledge. These investigations have led to
presentations at the AIGA Educators Conference, UCDA Design
Educators Conference, grants from the National Institute of
Health, presentations at the Cognitive Science Society, and
papers such as Functional Criticism in the Graphic Design
Classroom published in Design Principles and Practices: An
International Journal. Yoon Soo studied at Seoul National
University where she received her BFA and MFA, and she also
studied at Western Michigan University where she received her
second MFA in graphic design.
Andrea Leksen
Associate Professor of Design
Cornish College of the Arts
Andrea Leksen is an educator,
graphic designer and typographer
with a Master of Design degree from
Duncan of Jordanstone College of
Art & Design in Scotland. Currently
teaching as an Associate Professor
of Design for Cornish College of
the Arts, Leksen specializes in
typography, type design, brand, and
traditional print design. She has
freelanced and worked in-house for corporations and design
firms and also caters to a diverse client base through her
business, Leksen Design. She is an avid part of the local and
international typographic community, and in her spare time,
she immerses herself in music, art, dance, pasta-making,
parenting, and traveling.
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Briar Levit
Assistant Professor / Graphic Designer / Filmmaker
Briar Levit is an Assistant Professor
at Portland State University, and
graduate of Central St. Martins College of Art & Design. Originally from
the California Bay Area, her graphic
design practice consists primarily of
page design, with a special interest
in independent magazine publishing,
small presses, and walking guides
(which she has self published).
Most recently, she embarked on her biggest project to-date –
directing and producing the feature-length film, Graphic Means:
A History of Graphic Design Production.
Grendl Löfkvist
Instructor
City College of San Francisco
Grendl Löfkvist is an instructor
in the Visual Media Design
Department at City College of San
Francisco, where she teaches the
History of Graphic Design, Book
Arts, Calligraphy, and Letterpress
Printing. She offers a variety of
courses at the San Francisco Center
for the Book, including Blackletter
and Uncial Calligraphy. She is also
a core instructor at Type@Cooper West. Grendl is currently
the President of the American Printing History Association’s
Northern California Chapter. She was an offset press operator
for 13 years at the politically progressive Inkworks Press Collective in Berkeley. Her interests include the study of printing
as a subversive “Black Art” and she is always on the lookout
for bizarre, unusual, or macabre print, type, and lettering lore.
Frances MacLeod
Designer & Illustrator
Frances MacLeod is a left handed
Brooklyn-based graphic designer
specializing in custom type and
illustration. An alumna of Columbia
College Chicago and Type@Cooper,
she has worked with teams in
Chicago and New York, most notably
the Department of Design at Leo
Burnett. Frances contributes to
Lost Type Co-op and splits her time
between independent and freelance
projects.
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Bobby C. Martin Jr.
Founding Partner
OCD
As a founding partner of The Original
Champions of Design, Bobby Martin
guides OCD’s culture and sets
the relentless standard of design
and vision for the company. Since
founding the branding and design
agency with Jennifer Kinon in 2010,
he has partnered with a wide range
of clients such as the Girl Scouts of
the USA, Dartmouth, The New York
Times, the National Basketball Association, and The Studio
Museum in Harlem to ensure their growth and creative goals.
Prior to founding OCD, Martin led an internal design team for
Nokia in London where he oversaw brand identity across their
global packaging range. He also served as design director of
Jazz at Lincoln Center where he worked with Artistic Director,
Wynton Marsalis, to bring the brand to life and reach new
audiences. Fast Company recently named Bobby Martin one of
the Most Creative People in Business. He is a board member
of the Type Directors Club and served on the board of AIGA/
NY from 2006–2008. Bobby Martin graduated from Virginia
Commonwealth University and earned an MFA from the School
of Visual Arts where is also faculty.
Geri McCormick
Owner
Virgin Wood Type
Geri McCormick is a wood type
cutter and letterpress printer. She
graduated from Rochester Institute
of Technology with a BFA in Painting.
By helping her husband-to-be, Bill
Jones, study for his typography
exams in college, she herself
learned typography. Immediately
following college, they started
acquiring letterpress equipment
and type, and that is when Geri learned how to set type and
copy fit type by hand setting metal type. When the Macintosh
computer was released, they bought one and rode the cusp of
the new world of computer typesetting and design. She taught
desktop design and image making at Nazareth College, Visual
Studies Workshop, and Writers and Books, all in Rochester,
New York, from 1988 to 2003. Geri also worked as a graphic
designer for 35 years specializing in book and publication
design. After many years of being away from letterpress she
started hand printing again in 2008. In 2009 she saw an
opportunity to purchase wood type making equipment. Geri
and her late husband entered the world of making wood type
in 2010 when they co-founded Virgin Wood Type. Ever since
she has been studying the Victorian world of type design and
offering wood type revivals. She now runs Virgin Wood Type
full time.
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Jennifer McKnight
Associate Professor
University of Missouri – St. Louis
Jennifer McKnight’s design work has
been recognized in Print Magazine,
and in several international publications including United Designs Annuals and the Golden Bee International
Poster Biennial. Her poster work
has been exhibited internationally,
and her design work has also been
published in Becoming a Graphic
Designer: A Guide to Careers in
Design by Steven Heller and Theresa Fernandes. Her design
writing appears in Means by Which We Find Our Way, edited by
David Gardner and Andrea Wilkinson, Keep/Delete, edited by
Andrea Wilkinson, and Robin Landa’s 4th edition of Graphic
Design Solutions. She is an associate professor of Graphic
Design at University of Missouri–St. Louis.
Tucker McLachlan
Typographer
Tucker McLachlan is a typographer
in Toronto, Canada. His independent
work explores the aesthetics and
visual culture of law.

Jess Meoni
Graphic Designer
Marywood University
An advocate for socially-charged
design, Jess Meoni devotes much
of her career to researching the
history and artistic impact of the
underground press, as well as other
acts of radicalism and revolution.
Her influences derive from all
things rebellious and embellished
– eccentric rock ’n’ roll album art,
kitschy twentieth-century store
signage, vintage novelty toys and trinkets, as well as 1960s
sci-fi and horror comics. A firecracker in commercial and visual
arts circles, she balances both advertising initiatives and
her internal musings. With striking conceptualization, vivid
color and copywriting that packs a punch, her feisty ingenuity
illuminates the big idea when it comes to business solutions.
She is currently the Art Director at SUNY Broome Community
College in Binghamton, NY and resides in Scranton, Pennsylvania with her cat Sadie.
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Regina Milan
Lecturer
University of Massachusetts Lowell
Professor Regina Milan brings
unique perspective to UMass
Lowell. With over twenty-five years
of professional practice as an
accomplished graphic designer and
business leader, she has experience
working with and leading teams of
creative designers and marketers.
Combining academic theory with
real world practice, she guides and
develops students who think critically, adapt, and are lifelong
learners. In her first five years at UMass Lowell her teaching
awards include being nominated twice for the prestigious
Manning Prize for Excellence in Teaching. She was awarded
the Art & Design Department Excellence in Teaching award
(2015); Student Government Association Exceeding Excellence
in Teaching, Teacher of the Year (2014); and nominated as the
Student Adviser of the Year, AIGA, (2013).
Ming Wei
Product Director
FounderType
Ming Wei is the product director
at FounderType and a member of
the Chinese Artists Association.
She graduated from China Central
Academy of Fine Arts, and received
her MA degree from Central Saint
Martins. After returning to China
from her studies abroad, she
started at FounderType, specializing
in product and user research. The
Sichuan Art Museum contains one
of her posters in its collection.
Ana Monroe
Service Designer
The Lab / OPM
Ana Monroe is a Service Designer
for The Lab at OPM, detailed to
the Office of Veterans Experience,
Department of Veterans Affairs. With
training as both Historian (Columbia
College, Columbia University, 2004)
and Futurist (MFA-STEM, Media
Design), she loves to dream about
the complex future through the lens
of the complex past. She draws
inspiration from glossy magazines, working with her hands,
and interacting with humans. She counts three homeplaces:
rural Georgia, New York City, and Los Angeles. Yes, her hair
really is grey, and no, she doesn’t know why. She blames
(credits?) her parents.
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Aoife Mooney
Assistant Professor
School of Visual Communication Design, Kent State University
Aoife Mooney is an Assistant
Professor at the School of Visual
Communication Design at Kent
State University where she teaches
classes in typography, typeface
design, and graphic design. She
holds an MA in Typeface Design
from the University of Reading (UK)
and a BA in Visual Communications
from Dublin Institute of Technology
(Ireland). Her research focuses on the relationship between
typography, language and personal expression, and this
informs her practice as a typeface designer. She presents on
her research regularly and internationally – most recently at
TypeCon Seattle and ATypI Warsaw. She has written for Design
Observer and Typographica and has worked as a type designer
for Google WebFonts, Frere-Jones Type, and Hoefler & Co.
Meta Newhouse
Associate Professor in Graphic Design
Montana State University
Meta Newhouse is an award-winning
creative director, graphic designer,
and filmmaker with over 20 years of
experience in the visual communication industry. She has worked for
clients such as The American Heart
Association, Dallas County Community Colleges, FedEx/Kinkos, GTE/
Verizon, Motorola, and the Susan G.
Komen Foundation. Meta has been
a design educator since 1995 and currently is the Founding
Director of the DSEL (Design Sandbox for Engaged Learning)
at Montana State University. She is passionate about typography, design thinking, and design entrepreneurship. In January
2017, she had one of her posters about climate change added
to the permanent collections of the V&A Museum (London);
Les Arts Decoratifs de Paris; Moti (The Netherlands); the Lahti
Poster Museum (Finland) and Designmuseum Danmark.
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Linh O’Briant
Graphic Design Instructor &
Graphic Design Program Coordinator
Pensacola State College
Linh O’Briant is a Graphic Design
Instructor and Graphic Design
Program Coordinator, teaching at
the Pensacola State College in
Florida. Prior to completing her MFA
in Graphic Design in 2015 at the
University of Houston, where she
also served as a teaching assistant
and instructor on record, she
worked as a professional graphic
designer in Mobile, Alabama. During more than 10 years of
professional work, where she advanced from a staff designer
to an art director, she designed work for a series of well-known
corporate products and brands including Canon, Nikon, Sprint,
Brother, Dillards, and Ruby Tuesday.
Constanza Pacher
Assistant Professor
MacEwan University
Constanza Pacher is an Assistant
Professor in the Design Studies
program at MacEwan University.
She is a visual communication
designer from Argentina with more
than fifteen years of experience in
the industry. In 2004 she received a
Master’s Degree in Visual Communication Design from the University
of Alberta. She has been teaching
design, typography and information design at MacEwan for
over ten years. In her program she also plays an active role in
curriculum planning and development. Her research interests
include experimental typography, information visualization, and
design education. Constanza was honoured with the MacEwan
University Distinguished Teaching award in 2016.
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Jason Pamental
Senior Director of Design & Technical Strategy
Isovera
Jason is Senior Director of Design
and Technical Strategy at Isovera,
where he heads the design and
development team, leads workshops, and works with clients
establishing their digital strategy.
Seasoned design and strategy
leader with 20+ years’ experience
on the web. Projects range from Ivy
League to the NFL. Researches/
writes on typography for the web: author of Responsive
Typography from O’Reilly, articles for .Net Magazine, PRINT
Magazine, HOW, Typecast Blog, Fonts.com. Frequent speaker
and workshop leader, having presented at over 50 national/
international conferences; featured on numerous podcasts
including The Web Ahead, Boagworld, and Creative Briefs.
Hrant Papazian
Principal
The MicroFoundry
Hrant Papazian is an Armenian
native of Lebanon; his perspective
on written communication was
formed at the crossroads of three
competing visual cultures. He now
lives in Los Angeles. A recipient of
type design awards from Critique
magazine, Granshan and Creative
Review, Hrant has received commissions from Agfa, IKEA, Disney, UCLA,
the Israel Postal Authority, Microsoft, TeX Users Group and
Liverpool University. He has delivered numerous conference
presentations from Boston to Bangkok.
Neil Patel
Partner
JamraPatel
Neil Patel is a type designer and
former semiconductor process
engineer based in Portland, Maine.
He is the founder of Tetradtype,
an independent type foundry, and
partner of JamraPatel, a studio
which focuses on non-Latin type
design. Neil’s collaborative logotype
designs with local studios has
been featured in How Magazine
and Communication Arts. He also has been known to dabble
with programming, which he occasionally ties back into his
design practice.
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Yves Peters
Bald Condensed
Yves Peters is a graphic designer/
rock drummer/father of three who
tries to be critical about typography
without coming across as a snob.
Yves started reviewing type in his
Bald Condensed column on Typographer.org. In August 2008 he put his
graphic design career on the back
burner, freeing him to concentrate
on his writing and related activities
in the digital type business. Yves was editor-in-chief for the
international design and typography blog The FontFeed, and
Unzipped, his blog on the FontShop BeNeLux home page. After
primarily working for FontShop for a decade, he has found a
new home at Type Network, for which he is a design writer
and producer. Yves also is an accomplished rock and funk
drummer. His talent for being able to identify most typefaces
on sight is utterly useless in daily life.
Mary Catherine Pflug
Foundry Specialist
MyFonts
Mary Catherine Pflug works for
Monotype on the foundry team at
MyFonts. This is her third year as
a board member of the Society of
Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) and
currently serves as the treasurer
and volunteer coordinator at
TypeCon. She recently graduated
with honors from Rollins College,
with a degree in International
Business and a thesis that focused on font sales, marketing,
and distribution. Past work has involved managing events for
Mama’s Sauce Print Shop in Orlando, design and marketing
work on publications, and typeface design. Hobbies include:
searching for the perfect doughnut, volunteering with AIGA, and
cycling. And yes, she is one half of Type Sisters.
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Jill Pichotta
Type Network
Jill Pichotta began working for Font
Bureau as an apprentice with David
Berlow in 1991, honing her skills on
projects for Rolling Stone, Esquire,
Condé Nast Traveller, The New York
Times, Apple Computer, and other
notable brands. She has managed
the production of retail releases for
independent designers since 1993,
and has contributed several of her
own typefaces to Font Bureau’s diverse library. Over the years,
she has divided her time between various retail, custom, and
OEM projects. In conjunction with its mid-2016 launch, Jill
Pichotta took on the role of Principal Product Manager for
Type Network, overseeing type development and quality for the
company’s global alliance of foundry partners.
Jean François Porchez
Typofonderie / ZeCraft / TypeParis
Founder of Typofonderie, type
director of ZeCraft, Jean François
Porchez’s expertise covers the
design of bespoke typefaces, logotypes, and typographic consultancy.
He is a frequent speaker at conferences all over the world. He was
awarded the Prix Charles Peignot in
1998, introduced to French Who’s
Who in 2009, had his monograph
published by Perrousseaux in 2014, launched TypeParis in
2015, awarded Knight in the order of Arts and Letters also in
2015, and awarded other numerous prizes for his typefaces.
Charllotte Yue Qin
Assistant Professor
State University of New York at Potsdam
Charllotte Qin is a multi-media
designer who works within and
across a variety of medias and
disciplines – visual and audio, print
and time-based media. Her research
is driven by a curiosity about how
visual communication can generate
multi-sensory experiences that fully
engage the senses of a viewer.
She is an Assistant Professor in
Graphic Design & New Media at the School of Art & Science,
State University of New York at Potsdam. Her teaching covers
territories that include graphic design, interaction design,
design approaches to branding and time-based media. Qin
received a BA in Advertising from Shanghai Normal University,
an MDes in Graphic Design from the University of Illinois at
Chicago, and post-graduate certificates in advanced design
studies from the Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst (FHNW)
in Basel, Switzerland.
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Frank Romano
President
The Museum of Printing
RIT Professor Emeritus Frank
Romano’s career has spanned 58
years in the printing and publishing
industries. Many know him as
the editor of the “Pocket Pal” for
over 35 years, or have read one
of the thousands of articles he
has written. He was the editor and
publisher of TypeWorld (1977–1990)
and later Electronic Publishing,
Computer Artist, and Color Publishing magazines. He is the
author of 60 books, including the 10,000-term Encyclopedia of
Graphic Communications (with Richard Romano), the standard
reference in the field. His books were among the first on
digital printing, computer-to-plate, workflow, PDF, QuarkXPress,
InDesign, and new media. His latest books include the 400+
page History of the Linotype Company, published by RIT Press
(2013) and the 450-page History of the Phototypesetting
Era, published by California PolyTechnic Institute GRcL Press
(2014). He lectures extensively around the world and has
been quoted in many newspapers and publications, as well as
on TV and radio. He appeared on the History Detectives PBS
program and serves as president of the Museum of Printing
in Haverhill, MA. He spent 20 years in full-time teaching at
RIT and 12 years as an adjunct teacher for RIT and CalPoly.
He has consulted for hundreds of print users from the United
Nations and Government agencies to insurance companies
and publishers.
John Roshell
Design Director
Comicraft
John Roshell is a co-founder of
Comicraft, the comic book industry’s
leading lettering and design studio,
best known for pioneering the
process of digitally lettering comic
books. He has lettered thousands of
comic books for Marvel, DC, Image
and more, and created hundreds of
typefaces used in comics worldwide,
as well as toys, video games, cereal
boxes and toilet paper packaging. He is the co-author of Comic
Book Lettering the Comicraft Way and the Lynda.com online
course Lettering Comic Books with Adobe Illustrator. If you ask
his kids, his main claim to fame was creating the logo and
fonts for Angry Birds.
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David Jonathan Ross
DJR
DJR draws letters of all shapes and
sizes for custom and retail typeface
designs. A native of Los Angeles, He
began drawing typefaces at Hampshire College and joined The Font
Bureau in 2007 where he honed
his bézier-wrangling skills. Now
he publishes visually imaginative
and technically advanced designs
at his foundry DJR, including Fit,
Bungee, Gimlet, Input, and Turnip. You’ll find him in Western
Massachusetts with his partner Emily and their two dogs,
Sophie and Lily.
Judy Safran-Aasen
Microsoft Corporation
Judy Safran-Aasen is a program
manager for Microsoft’s Windows
Design Group. She has managed
font development projects since
Windows XP and consults on
projects across the company to
to ensure high-quality typography
throughout Microsoft’s products.
Lots of her time is taken up with
emoji collaboration these days, but
she also devotes time to Chinese,
Latin and icon fonts.
Ramakrishna Saiteja
Graphic Designer / Type Designer
Ramakrishna Saiteja studied
Graphic Design at DJ Academy
of Design in Coimbatore, India.
That led to an internship at Itu
Chaudhuri Design in New Delhi.
While there, his interest in designing
typefaces grew, prompting him
to do his final project with Indian
Type Foundry (ITF). While at ITF,
Ramakrishna designed a few Indic
scripts, including Coorg Kannada, Coorg Kannada Sans, and
a Latin type design. In collaboration with ITF colleagues Jonny
Pinhorn and Nikhil Ranganathan, he worked on the Telugu and
Kannada extensions for the ITF typeface Akhand. Presently,
Ramakrishna is working independently on another Classic
Kannada type design and plans to pursue an MA in Visual
Arts (Graphic Design and Visual Communication) at Academy
of Arts, Architecture & Design in Prague. When he is not
designing type, he loves riding bikes and often goes on rides
with friends to get away from the noise of the city.
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Ina Saltz
Professor / Author / Art Director / Calligrapher
Lynda.com / LinkedIn Learning + The City College of New York
Ina Saltz is an art director, designer,
writer, photographer, and professor
at The City College of New York,
whose areas of expertise are
typography, calligraphy and editorial
publication design. She has written
over fifty articles on design and
typography, contributed to five books
by Steven Heller, and authored
fifteen essays for Phaidon’s Archive
of Graphic Design. Ina served as the Design Director at Time
Magazine (International Editions), Worth Magazine, Golf Magazine, and others. She was one of the first art directors to work
on a computer at Time Inc’s Teletext Project. Ina frequently
lectures on topics related to magazine design and typography
and has chaired, co-chaired, and judged numerous design and
typography competitions. She is a two term board member
of the Type Directors Club. Ina is the author of the Body Type
series of books on typographic tattoos, as well as Typography
Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working With Type. She is
a co-author of Typography Referenced: A Comprehensive Visual
Guide to the Language, History and Practice of Typography,
named in 2013 as one of the best eleven reference books
across all subject matter by the American Library Association.
Catherine Leigh Schmidt
Lecturer
California College of the Arts
Catherine Leigh Schmidt is an
independent graphic and type
designer. She maintains a critical,
research-oriented practice. She
graduated from the Rhode Island
School of Design with a BFA in
Graphic Design in 2014 and went
on to study hand-painted Devanagari
signage in India as a Fulbright
Scholar. Her Devanagari and Latin
typeface Yatra was published by Google in 2016. She currently
teaches Graphic Design in the MFA program at California
College of the Arts.
Lisa Schultz
Type Designer
glyphsapp.com
Before Lisa Schultz joined Viennese
type foundry Schriftlabor, she
graduated from the University of
Applied Arts Vienna and continued
her studies in typeface design
at the University of Reading, UK.
When Lisa is not busy drawing
letters she teaches typography and
bakes cakes.
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Alessandro Segalini
Assistant Professor
Texas State University
Alessandro Segalini teaches
typography and type design at Texas
State University, School of Art &
Design. He is the typographer and
graphic designer for Contra Mundum
Press (CMP), a boutique publisher
based in New York and Paris that
specializes in world literature and
other genres. His interests extend
across linguistics, book design,
information design, calligraphy, lettering, visual identities, and
designing with multiple languages. In 2010 he co-founded
ISType, a lecture and workshop series devoted to encouraging
typographic literacy in Turkey. Segalini also designed the font
Hemingway, which was inspired by the novel The Old Man and
the Sea. Segalini’s Hemingway typeface was selected for the
UK Creative Review Type Annual 2011 within the “Display Text”
category.
Georg Seifert
glyphsapp.com
Bauhaus University graduate Georg
Seifert (b. 1978 in Halle an der
Saale, Germany) is a type designer
and a software developer. His
typeface families Graublau Sans
and Graublau Slab have become
international bestsellers. He also
designed the signage and type for
the new Berlin Airport. He is best
known for the font editor Glyphs,
released in 2011. Seifert lives and
works in Berlin.
Reneé Seward
Associate Professor
University of Cincinnati
Reneé Seward is an Associate
Professor and Program Coordinator
of the Communication Design
program at the University of
Cincinnati’s College of Design,
Architecture, Art & Planning. Reneé
has been teaching typography,
exhibition design, graphic design in
the Graphic Communication Design
program for the last eight years. Her
research focuses on the development of digital and physical
multi-sensory tools that seek to address literacy problems in
our society. Currently she is starting a non-profit company for
her reading tool called See Word Reading®, a multi-sensory
tool that uses dynamic letterforms to teach early reading
principles through a suite of digital iPad applications.
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Paul Shaw
Paul Shaw / Letter Design
Paul Shaw teaches calligraphy
and typography at Parsons School
of Design; and history of graphic
design and history of type at the
School of Visual Arts. He has been
a calligrapher for over 40 years,
specializing in commercial work
including script work for Campbell
Soup, Avon, Clairol and Lord &
Taylor. He is the author of A Black
Letter Primer (1981), Letterforms (1986), The Calligraphic
Tradition in Blackletter Type (2001), and Helvetica and the
New York City Subway System (2009). In 2012 Shaw was
appointed editor in chief of Codex magazine. He is currently
working on several projects, including a critical biography of
W.A. Dwiggins, a book on script typefaces, and a book about
lettering in New York City.
David Shields
Chair of the Department of Graphic Design
Virginia Commonwealth University
David Shields is an Associate
Professor and Chair of the
Department of Graphic Design at
Virginia Commonwealth University in
Richmond. He is currently focused
on research of histories of 19th and
early 20th century typographic form
and visual culture. This research
grows from his earlier investigations
of Rob Roy Kelly’s American Wood
Type Collection. He is also exploring the visual possibilities
inherent in experimental hybrid combinations of historical type
production methods with contemporary digital type production
practices. He keeps a (slow) blog of current facets of his
research at Wood Type Research.
Radek Sidun
Teacher / Type Design & Typography Studio
Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague
Radek Sidun devotes himself
primarily to fonts and typography.
His graduation thesis at the
UMPRUM Academy of Arts, Architecture & Design dealt with the issue
of diacritics in world languages.
As a result, he is a sought-after
consultant to font designers and
type foundries world over. He’s
serving as a pedagogue at the Type
Design and Typography studio of the UMPRUM Academy in
Prague. Together with Tomas Brousil he founded Briefcase
Type Foundry in 2012. He is also a member of editorial and
design team of the TYPO9010 book.
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Elizabeth Carey Smith
The Letter Office
Elizabeth Carey Smith has been a
designer for 15 years. Her unorthodox trajectory has found her in a
multitude of design environments,
from New York agencies to Australian studios, big publications to an
indie feminist magazine, cultural
institutions like Lincoln Center
and Australia’s National Gallery
of Victoria, and from in-house
corporate to startup sustainable fashion. Elizabeth earned
her post-grad in Typeface Design from The Cooper Union and
serves as a board member for the Type Directors Club. She
runs her own branding studio, The Letter Office, and believes
in the power of the authentic message – through letters,
words, images, and data. She lives in North Brooklyn with her
husband and daughter.
Perrin Stamatis
Assistant Professor
Northern Illinois University
Perrin Stamatis is a designer,
educator, musician, and writer. As
founder and principal of Scratchboard Designs, his professional
career spans over 20 years of
print, motion-based, and interactive
design for a wide variety of clients.
Stamatis completed his MFA in
Graphic Design at the University of
Illinois at Chicago and continued his
studies at the HGK Basel, Switzerland. Stamatis has taught at
over ten design schools and has led three design departments
as director of undergraduate and graduate studies. He is
currently a full-time professor at Northern Illinois University.
Sumner Stone
Founder
Stone Type Foundry Inc.
Sumner Stone is a type designer,
type founder, logotype designer,
calligrapher, author, and teacher.
In 1990 he founded Stone Type
Foundry Inc., now located in Rumsey,
California for which he has designed
and produced a large variety of
commercially available typefaces
as well as custom type designs,
logotypes, and custom lettering.
Sumner is an experienced teacher of lettering, calligraphy, and
typeface design. He is the author of On Stone: The Art and
Use of Typography on the Personal Computer and Font: Sumner
Stone, Calligraphy and Type Design in a Digital Age, as well as
many articles about typography and typeface design. He has
lectured widely on these topics.
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Alex Trochut
Alex Trochut was born in 1981 in
Barcelona, Spain. After completing
his studies at Elisava Escola Superior de Disseny, Alex established
his own design studio in Barcelona
before relocating to New York City.
Through his design, illustration, and
typographic practice he has developed an intuitive way of working
that has resulted in his expressive
visual style. For Alex, typography functions on two hierarchical
levels. First, there is the image of the word we see; reading
comes secondary. As a designer, Alex focuses on the potential
of language as a visual medium, pushing language to its limits
so that seeing and reading become the same action and text
and image become one unified expression. Mixing styles and
genres and drawing equally from pop culture, street culture,
fashion and music, Alex has created design, illustration and
typography for a diverse range of clients: Nike, Adidas, The
Rolling Stones, Katy Perry, BBC, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, The Guardian, The New York Times, Time Magazine and many others.
Alex’s work has been internationally recognized, appearing in
in exhibitions and publications worldwide. He has given talks
and been honored by the Art Directors Club – including being
named a 2008 Young Gun – the Type Directors Club, and the
Creative Review, among others. His monograph, More Is More,
explores his working methodologies and influences and was
published in 2011. Alex currently lives and works in Brooklyn.
James Walker
Co-founder / Designer
Type Hike
Walker is the co-founder of Type
Hike and runs his private practice,
Husbandmen. He has a background
ranging from environments, branding, illustration, and interaction. His
work has been featured in several
publications and books; was part
of larger collective projects that are
now in the permanent collections of
the Library of Congress, MOMA, and
the Brooklyn Museum; and has won several design-focused
awards from organizations such as the AIGA and Communication Arts. He received his MFA in Visual Communication and
Design from Virginia Commonwealth University. During his
studies, he presented his research at conferences globally as
well as Richmond’s first TEDx. As an educator, he lectures on
design at The University of Texas at Austin and has previously
taught at Washington University, Santa Reparata International
School of Art, The University of Missouri, and Virginia Commonwealth University.
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Douglas Wilson
Designer & Filmmaker
Doug Wilson is a designer, editor,
filmmaker, and cyclist based in Denver, Colorado. Doug spent several
years researching the invention of
machine typesetting while directing
and producing Linotype: The Film,
released in 2012. Doug has lectured
about type at The New York Times,
NASA, Condé Nast, TypeCon, and
Typo Berlin.
Qiu Yin
Design Director
FounderType
Qiu Yin is the Design Director at
FounderType, a member of the
Chinese Designer Salon (CDS)
and the Shenzhen Graphic Design
Association (SGDA). Yin is also the
designer of 2010 Guangzhou Asian
Games logotype and recipient of
several awards, including the Grand
Prize at Chinese Pen Calligraphy
Competition (1985), first prize at
the First International Pen Calligraphy Contest (1988), and the
China Design Red Star Award (2015).
Lynne Yun
Type Designer
Monotype
Lynne Yun is a type designer based
in Brooklyn who specializes in
lettering and calligraphy. She holds a
BFA from School of Visual Arts and a
postgraduate certificate in typeface
design from Type@Cooper. Lynne
has worked with a broad range of
clients (including Anheuser-Busch,
Samsung, Sherwin-Williams and
London Book Review to name a few)
and held positions at Apple, Publicis, Deutsch, and is currently
a full-time Type Designer at Monotype. Lynne and her work
have been recognized by the Type Directors Club, Art Directors
Club, Working Not Working and various other organizations and
press outlets. She currently serves on the Board of Governors
of the Society of Scribes as the Scholarship Chair.
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Every big idea
needs a little book.
Sustainable custom books and
notebooks, crafted with recycled
materials and care in Portland, OR.

About SOTA
SOTA Mission
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) is an international not-for-profit organization dedicated to the promotion,
study, and support of type, its history and development, its
use in the world of print and digital imagery, its designers, and
its admirers.
SOTA Charter
The Society of Typographic Aficionados exists for the affordable education of its members and participants; to further the
development of type, typographical information and typography; and to appreciate on multiple levels the attributes of type,
typography, design, the book arts, and calligraphy.
Furthermore, SOTA is committed to sponsoring relevant
topics in pursuit of these goals through an annual conference
(TypeCon), held in a different host city each year.

Executive Officers
Neil Summerour, Chair
Sharon Oiga, Vice Chair
Delve Withrington, Secretary
Mary Catherine Pflug, Treasurer
Members of the Board
Theresa Dela Cruz
Grant Hutchinson
Xerxes Irani
Frank J. Martinez
Erin McLaughlin
Ex Officio
Matthew Carter
James Grieshaber
Allan Haley
Richard Kegler
David Pankow
Professor Hermann Zapf
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SOTA Board of Directors
Theresa Dela Cruz
Theresa Dela Cruz is a font licensing expert with a
background in visual communications, music, and
ethnic studies. She started her typographic career with
FontShop in 2007 as part of their Sales and Support
team. She is known for supporting the typographic
community, championing type designers, saying “no”, and for her
love of coffee. She currently works at Monotype on their Enterprise
Solutions team and creates content for FontShop.
Grant Hutchinson
Grant Hutchinson photographs suburbia, noodles code,
accumulates gadgets, and sweats the details in Calgary, Alberta. He enjoys black coffee, low-bit electropop,
geometric shapes, single malt whisky, juggling, and the
smell of a freshly tarred roof. A shelf in his office sports
a Diploma in Visual Arts from the Alberta College of Art & Design
and an Emmy Award for his technical work during the 1988 Winter
Olympics. He is one of the founders of Veer, a partner in Butter Label,
and fills the role of head glyph monkey at Typostrophe.
Xerxes Irani
Xerxes Irani is a third-generation creative professional.
His career covers time as a Creative Director, a Professor at the Alberta College of Art & Design (ACAD), and
the founding partner of two successful design studios.
Previously, he was creative director for Bill Gates’
media licensing companies, Corbis and Veer, leading an international
network of creative teams which produced marketing and advertising
assets for four global brands. His current role is principal designer of
the Amazon home page. This husband of one, father of two also finds
time to pursue personal projects, including designing seven stamps
and one coin for Canada Post. He also specializes in brand positioning
projects for high profile estates, such as Muhammad Ali, Martin Luther
King, Jr., Albert Einstein, and Alfred Hitchcock.
Frank J. Martinez
Frank J. Martinez is founder of The Martinez Group
PLLC, a Brooklyn-based law firm specializing in intellectual property protection. A former designer and Design
Patent Examiner, Martinez earned a BFA in Fine Art from
Pratt Institute in New York and served as Production
Director for Landor Associates prior to attending law school. Having
worked closely with design professionals for many years in both
design and legal capacities, Martinez understands firsthand the
business and intellectual property issues faced by designers.
Erin McLaughlin
Erin McLaughlin is a typeface designer and consultant
specializing in South Asian scripts. She is a graduate
of the Minneapolis College of Art & Design (MCAD) and
earned an MA in Typeface Design from the University
of Reading, UK. She had the honor of working as a
type designer at Hoefler & Frere-Jones before starting her freelance
practice. She now works on both Latin and non-Latin type projects with
clients and collaborators around the world – all from the comfort of
her dog-filled home. Erin is grateful for the support she has received
from the type community and is ready to pay it forward.
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Sharon Oiga
Sharon Oiga holds BFAs (Graphic Design & Photography)
from the UIC School of Design and an MFA (Graphic
Design) from Yale University. At multidisciplinary design
firms, including Studio/lab Chicago, she specialized
in the areas of identity, branding, publication design,
product development and packaging with collaborators in the science,
health, education, arts, and business sectors. She is currently an
Associate Professor at UIC. Her work is consistently recognized and
funded, twice by Sappi Ideas That Matter. As well as serving SOTA, she
is presently co-chairing the annual STA Design Weekend. She is also
allergic to cats.
Mary Catherine Pflug
Mary Catherine Pflug works for Monotype on the
foundry team at MyFonts. This is her third year as a
board member and currently serves as the treasurer
and volunteer coordinator. She recently graduated with
honors from Rollins College, with a degree in International Business and a thesis that focused on font sales, marketing,
and distribution. Past work has involved managing events for Mama’s
Sauce Print Shop in Orlando, design and marketing work at a variety of
publications, and typeface design. Hobbies include: searching for the
perfect doughnut, volunteering with AIGA, and cycling. And yes, she is
one half of Type Sisters.
Neil Summerour
Neil Summerour obsessively creates letters. His
Positype foundry carries the flag for his typefaces while
Swash & Kern allows him to put a face to much of his
custom lettering. As equally comfortable looping around
with corporate commissions as he is personal projects
and foundry releases, he is always at home in the studio. He teaches,
lectures, workshops, mentors, and loves type and lettering. He’s a
maker with Fairgoods, a maker of bad jokes, and a devoted follower
of creativity. He lives in Georgia with his family, with always one foot
in Japan.
Delve Withrington
Delve Withrington has been crafting fonts for 20 years,
is a former type designer for FontShop and Monotype
and attended Savannah College of Art and Design
in the pre-internet era of floppy disks and grunge.
Delve creates bespoke type on commission and often
collaborating, releases new type through his foundry, Delve Fonts.
For SOTA, Delve serves as Secretary, secures sponsors, organizes
the Catalyst Award and the TypeGallery. He enjoys painting, science
fiction, cooking, and a well-timed pun. Delve lives with his family in
Alameda, California.
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THE MYFONTS TYPE LOUNGE
BALLROOM B, Next to the Bookstore
Welcome to Boston, TypeCon friends!
Please join us in the MyFonts Type Lounge—in
Ballroom B—right next to the bookstore. We’ll
have plenty of device charging stations, café
tables, and soft seating waiting there for you. Go
host an impromptu meeting, hang out with
friends, check out our type-themed DIY stations,
or just take a moment to relax. See you there!

